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Segall to Announce Choice

Resp_onse

By Marcelo Triunfo

President Segall has indicated
his preference Jo fill the vacated
position of Chief Librarian at the
Baruch Library. according to Professor Robert McDermott. ViceProvost, and Acting Dean of the
School of Liberal Arts.
McDermott was reluctant to release the name of the designate at
this time, as certain details have
yet to be finalized, but assure<l that
a decision could be announced

By Eu ChOOD Leng

Neoa Nota table

Neon Notes Operating On
Experimental Basis
By Ivan Cintron

".

Lentieri maintains, however, that
he and Arkin are not solely concemed with the entrepreneurial
aspect of their venture. "If that was
so, I'd be more interested in turning
a profit."

Neon Notes, a note-taking service
owned and operated by Baruch
students this semester, is running
on an experimental basis at the college.
Sal Lentieri, co-founder, innovaAccording to Lentieri and Arkin,
tor of the selWice and recent gradu- Neon Notes has, at present, over
ate, explained that he and his part- 300 subscribers. Course notes
ner, Stuart Arkin, .. complied with available this semester are for
auide1i o es !aid down by the schooL Economics 1001, 1002, and Finance
The administration's guidelines 2600. Currently, .there are nine
-wcre~ to~coyer..thIcesa:tiDDsof.. -,~I}lP~~y~.! working for Neon
a class; ,we-wouId· operate.this r-i~~.. _m~(
tJ)e~ ..~~~ers. ,
semester only on an experimental .: making $7.25 per ht?ur. Those'
basis: and we notify students that in ' note~takers.who spend tu~e at home
subscribing, Baruch College is not refimng their notes are paid double.
in any way related to Neon Notes'
Usually, the note-takers are
activities. "
placed in the last section of a parLentieri said the administration ticular class (for example: ECO
had "more concerns than objec- 1001, 11:2Oam - 12:lOpm). Before
tioris. One concern was that stu- they are typed, the note-takers
dents would hold the school re- review their notes and compare t--------------member of the committee. "The
sponsible if he or she failed; if the them with those taken by oth:r
student failed, and thought the employees. They are then rewnt- Macintosh is not a serious enough
machine for business applications
notes did it, he or she would com- ten, typed and proofread. Prereplain. Our safeguard against this: quisite for being a note-taker is hav- and the mouse (the small box that
replaces .cursor keys) technology is
accurate notes; also. a disclaimer ing an A or B in the course and benot realistic in this business and is
denying responsibility of the service in~ on the Dean's List (a grade
more of a gimmick. " Di~eo would
and instructors for failed grades is point average of 3.2).
rather
that students get used to the
included. "
Barbara Bauer, an economics
Neon Notes' notice and major and note-taker, said that she IBM PC since it is the industry
disclaimer reads: "Neon Note Ser- became involved with Neon Notes standard.
The unavailability of any softvices makes every effort to provide because of Arkin and, "as I undersaccurate class notes. However, er- tand it, some of these courses are ware other than Macwrite and Macrors will occur from time to time. required. Some students need a lit- paint is another problem. Amy HirTherefore, Neon Note Services, the tIe extra help." Bauer added that son. manager of the Microfaculty, lecturers and teaching staff students wouldn't have to "scram- computer Lab, said. ••Software is
take no responsibility for inac- ble" to take notes. She also said, the most important thing about
curacies in the notes provided."
Continued on Page 5
Continued on Page 5
The notice goes on to say that the . .
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Food Service Committee
Holds First Meeting
Discusses Improvements
By Nina Dobris

A food service committee has
been formed at Baruch College.
The committee is comprised of six
students, two of whom were involved in the selection of the new
vendor, Educational Refreshments,
Inc. (ERI), Associate Dean of
Students Ron Aaron, Jay Roth,
manager of ERI, and Dr. Carl
Kirschner.
Aaron's aim for the committee is
,. to develop an ongoing structure to
allow for opportunities to hold'
regular meetings between students
and ERI."
"It (the committee) provides a
mechanism for students to have an
ongoing dialogue with the vendor
and, in tum, he can use the committee's feedback for improvement on
his part," said Aaron. The meetings
will also give Roth an opportunity
to raise his own issues, such as what
to include on the menu.
Some major concerns discussed
. at the committee.' s first meeting
held February 23 were:
- Making more of an effort on the
vendor's part to keep food hot,
especially soup.
Whether workers behind the
counters should wear hats.
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- The provision of kosher foods.
- Price lists and tax charts near
cash registers so students can
double-check the cashier's computations.
As far as the issue of pricing is
concerned, nothing can be done.
The food prices are largely set by
contract. ERI does not pay rent to
Baruch, but they do have to pay for
utilities. They are also required to
pay $32,000 to Baruch as a commission. This goes to the Auxiliary
Enterprises Corporation, an
I l-member body consisting of
students, faculty and administrators. After ERI makes
these payments, they then tack on
their own profits, resulting in the
high end costs incurred by Baruch
students and faculty. "if sales exceed a certain amount, an additional percentage is added on."
said Aaron. The College Bookstore
pays 4070 on net sales. The amount
ERI pays is $8,000 more than Tastyvend paid.
Commissions paid by the EI\I
and other businesses on campus go
to the Auxiliary Services Corp.;
then, according to Aaron, "The
Auxiliary Services, Corp. turns over
Continued on Page 7

student "assumes all risk" for
mistakes, the service can be discontinued by an instructor at any time
(particularly if attendance drops in
the course.) and that the notes are
considered as "an information supplement to class notes."
Lentieri was inspired to set up
this service when he saw an article
in The Wall Street Journal concerning note-taking services at other
colleges. "I saw it as a beneficial
service to the school, one' that
would provide jobs, assist students
in their studies and it has the potential to generate revenue for student
government. "
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The Ticker

DSSG Responds

Paying For Mac
As previously reported in The Ticker, the City University was selected by Apple Computer
to participate in its educational computer"effort. This deal allows students and faculty to
purchase the n;w Macintosh computer for less than half the market price and in return.
CUNY will purchase a certain amount of Apple equipment.
This is a very attractive deal. However, we feel that some important points have been
overlooked: While the Macintosh is a bargain at $1,100, it is still a lot of money - more than
most students can afford. At CUNY. there is no plan for payment to be made in installments.
or for financial aid to cover the cost. At some schools, where all students are required to
purchase a computer. the price is figured into tuition allowing for financial aid to help cover
the cost.
By not having any such system available at CUNY. students will be split into two groups
- those fortunate enough to be able to afford the computer, having a valuable educational
tool. and those who will not be able to use the technology that will dominate the future ..
In addition. it is likely that many faculty members will purchase a Macintosh. Those
students who do not own a Macintosh will be at a disadvantage in the classroom, since those
who do own one will be better able to I complete homework assignments.
This matter is so important that CUNY should actively seek funds or grants to allow all
students to participate in the program. This will not be easy, but we feel the effort would be
worth it. If no such deal can be arranged, the least that should be done is the expansion of
the microcomputer lab to assure students have at least some access to the Macintosh.

Constitutional-Questions
The Student Council of the Day Session Student Government (DSSG) has proposed a
revised constitution. This proposal will be voted upon by students in a referendum to be
held in May. We have a number of criticisms.
Article VI would allow the Student Council to set a quorum as low as one-fourth (five) of
the members. out of a total of twenty. if a majority of the members could not be assembled
at the previous meeting. Given the importance of the powers vested in it. three (a majority
of five) people should not be a legally sufficient number to speak for the Student Council.
The proposal does not clearly delineate the relationship between the Student Council and
the Executive Board. Article Ill. section one says, "The Executive Board shall have the
power to act on behalf of the Council when Baruch College classes are not in session and
shall have other powers not already so designated to the Council." Then there is Article V,
section one which says. "All legislative powers. unless specifically stated in this constitution shall be vested in the Dav
"" Session Student Council. .. There is more than a little bit of
contradiction in these sections.
The proposal does not assure an open government. In our previous issue. we cited the
now-rectified problems with the Student Relations Committee as an example of the need for
constitutional guarantees in this area. These guarantees are nowhere to be found.
Our last criticism concerns the procedure for removing officers of DSSG. The provision
allowing the Council to conduct trials on charges drawn up by it against an officer is a
combination of judge. jury. and prosecutor in one body. which does violence to basic
principles of justice. Although there is a reference to appeals in such cases. there is no provision stating the body which would hear them.

.

Notes when they begin making.proDear Editor.
fits.
In your February 28, 1984
Due to the misconceptions sureditorial, "Questionable Endorse- rounding this matter the OSSG
ment," you questioned the ethics and Neon Notes have decided to set
of the DSSG in paying for an .rnatters straight and Neon Notes
advertisement endorsing Neon
has already reimbursed us in full
Note-taking Services, a private Signed.
enterprise.
Day Session Student Government
This is to inform you that an
Before writing the editorial in quesagreement was signed on January tion, we contacted sources in the
20: 1984 stating that an ad would be
DSSC including President Denise
submitted and that the DSSG
White. No such agreement was
would be reimbursed by Neon
mentioned at that time.

More On Neon Notes
.indicated that NEONnotes are
taken by Baruch Scholars. This erroneously suggests that all of the
notetakers are Baruch Scholars and
that NEONnotes is endorsed by the
Baruch Scholar Program. If there
are any scholars working for
NEONnotes, they are doing so on
an independent basis. If Scholars
are participating, it is my opinon
that they are detracting from the
best meaning of the word "scholarship. "
I would never argue for the banning of NEONnotes' services from
the college. I believe that students
have the democratic right to make
such decisions on an independent
basis. I write this letter in hope that
they will consider the worth of an
education which is secondary to
social life, parties, and spring fever,
and the worth of high grades which
are not totally earned through one's
own efforts.
In 1979, I was one of the first

Dear Editor,
I was dismayed to read an advertisement ~hich appeared in the
February 28th issue of The Ticker.
It catches the reader's attention
with the bold-faced statement,
"LET'S BE REAL." The text explains that while students wish to
get high grades, they are preoccupied with social life, elubs, parties,
and spring fever. Thus, despite a
student's good intentions to "study
every day, all term," the fact is they
do not have enough time to devote
to their education.
NEONnotes' services are carefully presented as a "supplement" to a
student's own notes. This is not
unlike the term-paper mills which
sell sample term papers to students
to guide them in doing their own
work. Claims notwithstanding, the
supplement too often becomes a
substitute. It would not surprise me
if attendance in classes which offers
NEONnotes' services will decline as
a result.
At a recent graduation ceremony,
a guest speaker exhorted students.
"I have one bit of advice for you.
Make money. ,~, NEONnotes may
prove that the Baruch graduate who
presides over this enterprise has
learned good business. However, I
do not believe that NEONnotes
promotes good education. It suggests that outcomes (high grades)
can be divorced from developing
the skills (notetaking is an important intellectual skill) needed to be
an educated person.
The NEONnotes advertisement

three recipients of the Presidential

Excellence Award for Distinguished
Teaching. There has been no professional honor of which I have
been more proud. If I have been
able to teach students anything in
the past thirteen years, I hope that it
has been reverence for learning and
the satisfaction gained only through
one's own efforts.
Sincerely,
Susan A. Locke
Assoc. Professor of Psychology
Faculty Advisor, Baruch Scholar
Program
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DIALECTICS
Let EI Salvador Be El Salvador
By ED Choon Leng
The New York Times reported that a
former high-ranking official of the government of EI Salvador has given members of
Congress extensive information on the
workings of the Salvadoran death squads.
The most visible person implicated by the
official with involvement with these groups
is Roberto d'Aubisson, an ultra-rightist
fanatic and candidate of the Nationalist
Republican Alliance (ARENA) for the presidency of El Salvador. Others implicated
include the Chief of the Treasury Police,
Col. Nicholas Carranza, former Minister of
Defense. Jose Guillermo Garcia, the current Minister of Defense, Vides Casanova,
and a host of other high-ranking military
officials. Vides Casanova's cousin, Col.
Oscar Casanova, was said to be the one
who ordered the killing of four American
churchwomen in 1980.
It has been known (though without concrete evidence) for quite some time that the
death squads are fellow-travellers with the
Salvadoran military. This latest information
came from an official who knew d'Aubisson personally and is involved in the inner
workings of the Salvadoran government.
Sen. Paul Tsongas and Rep. James Shannon (both D-Mass.) met with the unnamed
official and are convinced of his credibility.
It was also recently reported in Newsweek and in The New York Times that an
alarming amount of American aid has been
siphoned off. Through the use of false invoices, phantom cornpames, kickbacks.
and black-market currency deals, Salvadoran businessmen and military officers
were able to pocket as much as 200/0 of the
total aid. Items not meant for sale. such as
cooking oil, flour, and even military gear
were being sold openly in various parts of
the country. Peddlers said they bought it
from the military.
Now we come to the big question. What
is the Reagan Administration doing in light
of these revelations? I am sad to answer,

not much. In recent weeks. top Reagan
officials like Secretary of State George
Shultz and Vice President George Bush
have publicly stated that killings by the
death squads have decreased. However.
human rights groups point out that though
the number of badly mutilated corpses left
in the open as a lesson to the people has
gone down. the number of people who have

Dear Editor,
Is this Baruch College or is this
some place in the Bible Belt?
Your article in the centerfold of
the 2-28-84 issue about the Christian Club did not mention the aggressive unfair tactics of the club to
spread right-wing fundamentalist
doctrine. They have had Gideons
over here to canvass students at the
entrances and exits of the college.
They have shown, at least twice, an
objectionable film on hellfire using
the most lurid sensationalism to
dramatize that sudden death can
occur very soon after rejecting
Jesus, followed by eternal torture
and agony. They also had an antievolution display in the I st floor
back lobby of the main building on
;17th Street.
The worst aspect is the club
distributing, or allowing' members
to distribute, anti-Semitic and fearmonger tracts. Last term, several
copies of a tract titled Snakes in an
A thiest's Grave written by a Mr.
Gerrold, a vicious and violent anti-

Semite, now dead, who carried on
Huey Long's anti-Semitic sentiments after his assassination by an
angered Jew, were distributed. This
tract and the recent yellow rag
about "Last Times" the "rapture"
and its horrors were both published
by the Gospel Tract Society in Independence, Missouri. Judging by
actual tracts published by them,
they promote anti-Semitism. are
opposed to family planning, and
peddle fake cancer cures. Is the
Christian Club aware of the actual
nature of the tracts their members
circulate, or of the authors of such
tracts? Tracts have been written by
fanatics with a violent grudge
against sex. obvious lunatics, and
vehement anti-evolutionists who
have learned NOTHING since the
infamous Scopes' trial. The creationists still make attacks on evolutionism, aiming their efforts at
children at the most impressionable
stage of their education.
I object to Bible Belt tracts writCmctinued on Page 8

More Letters.on Page 8
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disappeared has not. These groups have
deducedthat the killings are still going on.
but the bodies are instead being buried in
mass graves.
The Reagan Administration has requested 5243.5 million for this year's military aid
to EI Salvador, up from $64.8 million given
for last year. What is the use of giving such
a large amount of aid to a government that
has not heeded the American request to
improve its human rights record? Rather
than improving the economic lot of the
Salvadoran people. the Administration is
instead filling up the coffers of many corrupt officials and businessmen.
To be fair, the Administration at present
has no choice but to wait until the Salvadoran elections are over. If d ' A ubisson
wins, (If that happens, there -must be no
God.), then the Administration should disassociate itself completely from him. However. if one of the more moderate candidates wins, then it will open up a golden
opportunity for the V.S. to finally do something constructive for that country. The Administration must insist that aid, both military and economic, must be preconditioned
on: A) the complete cessation of the wanton
killings, B) a crackdown on all the officials
involved with either the right-wing or the
left-wing death squads (If Argentina can do
it. El Salvador can do it with the help of he
V.S.), C) administration of the aid programs by American officials to prevent corruption, and D) the revival of the landredistribution scheme.
This is only the beginning. What is important now is to bring peace, security, and
confidence back to the Salvadoran people.
When stability has been achieved, direct
aid must be replaced by investments and
technical support. El Salvador must be
enabled to survive by herself and not need
to rely on others. If this can be achieved,
there should be no more reason for the
leftist insurgency since its main raison
d 'etre was economic reform, with political
refOnR. as, a ,secendaty- iRterest~ .
The Salvadorans have an uphill task
ahead, and their destiny will be decided on
March 25th. their presidential election day.
The American government, if it so chooses,
can be of great help in this task. Blind support of the present regime. which has killed
over 35.000 of its own people. is not helpful.

Repackaging Dead Ideas
By Joseph J. McNulty

Baruch or the Bible Belt?
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The New Hampshire primary, for all
practical purposes. has turned the Democratic presidential campaign into a twoman race. Hereafter, the battle for delegates will be waged between former Vice
President Walter Mondale and Senator
Gary Hart. But rather than 0 ffer new
ideas. both candidates have pledged to
return to the big spending policies of the
past.
In a recent debate Senator Hart told his
rival, "Fritz. you cannot lead this country if
you have promised everybody everything...
This is precisely what the former Vice
President has done. Mention a program
and the odds are Walter Mondale supports
it. Mr. Mondale to date has promised:
To add "about 20 billion" in new programs that would enhance "American
competitiveness. "
To restore 10 billion in aid to the poor.
the handicapped. and the elderly.
To rebuild our "·infrastructure" at a cost
of roughly 4 to 5 billion.
To put Americans back to work with a
series of jobs bills costing 3.4 billion.
To expand Medicare and Medicaid by
5.5 billion.
To increase the Environmental Protection Agency's budget.
To match dollar for dollar all foreign
subsidies.

DIALECTICS:

To maintain a strong defense.
And lastly. to reduce the federal deficit.
When all is added up. even the most
conservative estimates have Mr. Mondale
facing a huge gap between the apparent
costs of his spending pledges and the
smaller budget deficit that he has promised.
Senator Gary Hart. on the other hand.
calls for" a new generation of leadership...
He projects himself as the candidate of
"new ideas... But on most issues the Senator shares Mr. Mondale ' s liberal approach.
As the A tlanta Constitution's political, editor suggested. "Much of what Hart supports is time-tested liberal doctrine. sugarcoated by rrew titles and by the candidate's
attempt to foster a generational appeal unabashedly modeled on the John F. Kennedy of 1960.• , Senator Hart, like Mr. Mondale, offers the country a choice between
tax increases or more tax increases.
The real winner in the New Hampshire
primary was not Senator Hart but President Reagan. The outcome of the contest
means a delay in the consolidation of Democratic leadership. In addition. the Mondale and Hart camps will spend their resources attacking each other rather than
the President. But what must delight the
President the most is to see the Democratic
party narrowing its choice to two liberal
candidates with old ideas.

Baruch's own
Idea Exchange. Join the traders,
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Class, Not Chapel

By Cary Federman

By Jesse Borges

for all those who care, I am eating humble pie. It was on this page a few weeks ago
that I gave Gary Hart no chance of winning
the Democratic presidential nomination. If
anything, I thought Alan Cranston would
take the number two or three spot in the
campaign. So much for my political
forecasting. At any rate, I can't resist making a few choice comments.
First, the field, now consisting of five
major candidates, will soon be narrowed to
four. 1I forgot to mention that I just love>
humble pie.) No one seriously expects
George McGovern to last past the
Massachusetts primary. Of course, it is
possible he will do well there.
Massachusetts is a very liberal state and
McGovern still has a following there. Be
that as it may, George "I won't criticize
Jesse Jackson for his remarks about Jews
because it would be passing judgment on a
candidate" McGovern (Figure that one out.
for yourselves. If a candidate running for
President is to be immune from criticism,
why is he running?) will soon go the way of
old soldiers. So the race for the Presidency
will be narrowed to four, at least for a
while.
And while I'm on the subject of race, I
should speak about the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
May I suggest that he kindly keep his everincreasing dislike for Jews to himself. If he
is so "sick and tired of hearing about the
Holocaust," why doesn't he go to the
Soviet Union, where all talk of mass
genocide is strictly forbidden? Perhaps a
better job for Jackson would be the editorship of Hymietown and Country, a
magazine for the "outdoorsy type."
44We~re not concerned with the manabout-(Hymie) town look. We're strictly
outdoors in our approach," the last editor
was reported to have said in an interview a
few weeks ago, before leaving for a vacation in Israel, also known affectionately as
Hymiecountry by the editorial board of H

What does a president do in an election
year when both his foreign and domestic
Policies are failing? Why, he immediately
announces that, he will lead a nation-wide
fight to pass a constitutional amendment
bringing organized prayer back to public
schools-of course.
According to Ronald Reagan, the man
infamous for becoming President of the
United States by default, God left
America's public schools in 1962, when the
Supreme Court banned public-school sponsored prayer; . . now it is time for Him to
return. In the past, nearly all of Ronald
Reagan's policies have proven themselves to
be wrong; his latest proposal is no different.
There are three major reasons why organized prayer in public schools should not be
reinstated: '
First of all, it serves no realistic purpose.
All the prayers in the world will not save
America's children if the country's conservative leaders remain intent on winning a
nuclear war. And how can we expect our
children to grow up with any morals when
they see these same conservative leaders
continuously involving themselves in
criminal and other unethical dealings? Indeed, America's children don't need
organized prayer in public schools; what
they really need is moral leadership.
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At any rate, the Democrats will be looking to "Super Tuesday" (March 13) to see
how to proceed. It seems as if Sen. Hart has
a good chance of at least splitting the victory with Mr. Mondale. There are 11
primaries and caucuses up for grabs on the
13th, and it seems like a good bet that Hart
will win at least a couple of them. Mondale,
as we all know, is still strong in the South,
but there is a possibility that Jackson will
take more than a few votes away from him,
giving Hart a chance to pick up a good
number of delegates to take with him to the
convention in San Francisco. And of
course, there is always the Glenn factor. No
one has come up with a satisfactory reason
why John Glenn has been falling in the
polls, but as the primaries move toward the
more conservative states, his chances increase of playing a pivotal role in the campaign.
So what has been learned from New
Hampshire? Mostly that Mondale isn't as
strong as we once thought. But beyond
that. New Hampshire reinforced the notion
that political forecasting, like weather
forecasting and economics, IS unpredictable. So for the time being, we will sit back
and eagerly await the next wise crack,
whether it is from the Rev. Jackson or someone else.

On FascisRl
By Fred GaatelU

In letters submitted recently to this
paper. the epithet "fascist" was hurled
about in a most reckless manner. Accordingly. I decided to do research in order to
find the proper definition of a term often
uttered by rabid left-liberal ideologues.
Roger Scruton's Dictionary of Political
Thought gave a terse definition. "Fascists
are not 'republicans, socialists, democrats,
conservatives, or nationalists. They represent a synthesis of all the negations and the
affirmations.' In other words, the ultimate
doctrine contains little that is specific beContinued on Page "4" .
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Must a lO-year-old
be required to defend
his reli~ion.
Second, I challenge Mr. Reagan's claim
that God has left the classroom. His God,
perhaps, has departed, but the God in
whom I have faith would never leave His or
Her people. Incidentally, there are many in
this country who would persecute me for
suggesting that God might be a woman. I,
as an adult, stand ready to rebut and repel
any and aU attacks on my religious beliefs,
··1)iJTmUSl·a~ ot-yz.;-year:014CJlild lie 8S1:aJto do the same-e-especfally if fie or she is the
lone member of a particular religion in the
class? Certainly, that is not a position in
which anyone, let alone an innocent child,
would like to be.
Third, and most importantly, organized
prayer in public schools is in direct conflict
with the First Amendment to the Constitution. The provision in this amendment,
usually referred to as separation of church
and state. declares that "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of
religion... " Clearly, a new amendment
allowing prayer to be instituted in
America's public schools would be a law
respecting religious establishments. But this
is where the conservatives make their stand.
They claim that separation of church and
state was intended to prevent the U.S. from
favoring one religion over others. Their
reasoning is apparently a throw-back to the
same school of thought which brought us
the idea of the "color-blind" Constitution
and the "separate but equal" clause.
Of course, there are those who truly
shudder at the thought of President
Reagan's school-prayer proposal. For intance, our friend, Mr. Liberal, might say,
"But Jesse, how could a man who distorts
the facts, a man who has a racist following,
a man who has acted in an ungodly manner-how can such a man even utter the
name of God upon this earth?" My reply
would be that what you, Mr. Liberal. say of
our president is untrue.
No siree, Ronald Reagan does not distort
the facts. He lies. And I wish that people
would stop calling his followers "white
supremists." Believe me when I say that
conservatives aren't racists. They hate
everyone.
In the final analysis, the call for organized prayer in public schools is, at the very
least, both a socially and legally questionable proposition; its political undertones are deafening. Nevertheless, Ronald
Reagan and his merry band of conservative,
.. religious zealots may eventually succeed in
"putting God back into the classroom."
Now, if we could only get. the ·Devil-out of-,
the White House.

-
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DIALECTI'CS
FASCISM
Continued from Page 3
yond an appeal to energy, and action: it is,
one might say, the form of an ideology.
but without specific content (other than
can be provided by admiration towards the
leader). This perhaps explains some of its
appeal; it seemed to make no demand other
than those which the individual himself
.would make had he the energy. It then
provided the energy." Scruton could have
been referring to the letters when he
claims:
. 'The anti-communist and anti-liberal
stance of fascist movements. together with
the loathsomeness of many actual examples, have made the fight against fascism a
rallying point for left and liberal causes. so
that the label 'fascist' may often be applied
very loosely. to denote almost any doctrine
that conflicts with left-liberal ideology. In
this expletive use the term conveys no very
clear idea, a fact which perhaps explains its
popularity." In other words, wooly-minded
liberals who can't put together a decent
argument resort to the use of the word
fascist.
Now let me get to the heart of the
matter. I have been called a fascist. Well. if
I'm a fascist, I'm a most peculiar fascist.
for as a conservative I believe in representative government, free speech. checks and
balances. independent political parties.
separation of powers. and free elections.
Since when have any of these concepts
beenpartof any fascist doctrine? On the
other hand, some would charge that anticommunism is a fascist doctrine. Again. I
am anti-communist. but unlike a fascist. I
don't want to tear apart the Constitution to
fight communism. To take another example, unlike my liberal friends, I don't
want to create a welfare state and a
planned economy run by petty bureaucrats
who grind out five-year plans. The indiscriminate use of the word fascist is an
example of left-wing McCarthyism. In the
1950's you attacked your opponent by calling her or him a communist or a
Soviet agent. Today, you portray Reagan
as the leader of the Ku Klux Klan, or
devise a quiz for conservatives that shows
them as narrow- minded ideologues.
One must realize that fascism glorifies
the concept of dictatorship and the supremacy of the state over the individual to the
extent that the typical fascist state is totalitarian. Basically. a totalitarian state is one
in which all institutions and associations
- i.e.. political parties. unions. the family.

Ron~

the press, even the church - are controlled by the state. Usually, fascist states
such as Nazi Germany or Mussolini's Italy
are one-party states ln which the military
and the secret police are controlled by the
dictator and his party. Compare all this to
the Soviet Union.
If you look carefully, you'll see that the
Soviet Union is a one-party state controlled
to a large extent by the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union (CPSU), the KGB, and the
military; however, CPSU has been careful
to make certain' the other two institutions
do not displace it as the source of power.
One man, CPSU General Secretary Konstantin Chernenko, is largely in control,
though the Soviet government is less autocratic than it was under Stalin. In other
words, Chernenko must share some of his
power with other party members.
As to the concentration camps, the Nazis
borrowed heavily in this area from the
Soviets. Paul Johnson, in his book Modem
Times, points out: "the Soviet Union did
not engage in a deliberate and systematic
policy of genocide, though it came close to
it when dealing with Soviet nationalities in
the Second World War." Johnson puts the
number of people who died during Stalin's
purges at ten million. Is there a real difference between Nazi Germany, Mussolini's
Italy, or the Soviet Union?
Still others claim that Hitler's Nazism
was a capitalist political movement supported by big businessmen. Yes. industrialists did support Hider. but they were in
for a rude awakening because Hitler instituted a planned economy. For example.
Johnson tells us. "There is no evidence
that Hitler was, even to the smallest degree. influenced by big business philosophy. He bowed to business only when
convinced that taking it would forward
his 'military and external aims. He regarded himsel f as a socialist and the essence of his socialism was that every individual or group in the state should unhesitatingly work for national policy. . . . "
Now how can the conservatives who
write on these pages be called fascists
when they believe in the ideals expressed
in the U.S. Constitution? After all, fascists
are nothing more than impatient communists. How can reputable conservatives be
fascists? Conservatives aren't socialists.
while fascists believe in a totalist state indistinguishable from forms of socialism. If
I'm a fascist. then I must be in the wrong
pa!ty for I believe in liberty. the r ule of
law, and free enterprise, just like the
strongest opponents of fascists, conservatives.

Nancy, & Friends on the Breadline

By Manny Taveras
Bleary-eyed, he saw his wife take the
pearl-handled revolver from under her
pillow and put it in her pocketbook. "It's
time to get up, Ronnie," he heard her say.
"So, what's for breakfast, honey," he
said, as he put his hand in the jellybean jar.
"Oh Ronnie, I have some very bad news
to tell you. The cook is sick and you know
it's impossible to get a replacement this early in the morning. And, I can't touch a pot
because it'll ruin my new manicure. Do you
like it?" Nancy asked as she displayed her
ten silky smooth fingers. "Besides, I would
really hate to get my new China dirty.
"Listen Ronnie. You know what we can
do? We can go out for breakfast."
At that moment, James Baker came into
the Presidential Suite. "Good morning Mr.
President," he said. Then, he read the
President his schedule for the day. "You
will speak to the National Rifle Association
at eleven. At twelve, you'll have lunch with
the new members of the Civil Rights Commission who replaced those liberal
affirmative-action fanatics. At a quarterpast-one, you"Il meet with the National
Anti-Equal Rights Admendment Committee. Then, you'll . . . "
"That's enough James. So, tell me what
happened while I was asleep?" Ronnie said.
"Oh just the usual. Nothing to concern
yourself about. There was only a coup
d'etat in Africa,
the collapse of the
Lebanese government, a military confrontation with Ub)la,'.a minor truck bombing
ofa Manne base. and the Secretary of State

said he was in charge again."
"Ronnie, are you ready to go?" Nancy
asked as she came out of the bathroom
wearing an original Adolfo dress.
"O.K. dear. Where are we going?,"
Ronnie asked.
"I don't know. I'm tired of these expensive restaurants. Why don't we go out and
eat where the common people eat? Let's
just drive around the city and stop at the
place with the biggest crowd."
"That sounds nice. And, you know,
Nancy, we can invite the boys to come
along: Stockman, Meese, Baker, and ~
Weinberger. It'll be fun, all of us
together. ' ,
,
"Ronnie, you can't leave George out. I
know you haven't forgiven him for that
voodoo economics comment. Don't you
think he's been punished enough? He
hasn't been seen in public for so long that
no one remembers what he looks like.
"Besides, it'll do him good to get some
fresh air. Corne on, Ronnie, do it for me."
"O.K., but only because I don't want to
upset your pretty little head and ruin the
outing. "
They gathered 10 front of the White
House. Ronnie and Nancy got into their
limousine with two secret service agents.
Weinberger, Bush, Meese, Stockman, and
Baker got into their respective limousines
with their respective allotment of two secret
service agents. The motorcade sped away
with a decoy limousine of secret service
agents leading arid another trailing the
.
• ~. .
~
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Democr-at Test

When it comes to American politics, probably no event is more exciting than a
presidential election. Right now we are in
the midst of one and the battle looks promising. Although there are nine announced
candidates at this moment political
observers are always looking for someone
new to jump into the race. A close friend of
mine, and staunch neo-conservative Anne
T. Lefft, recently revealed to me some inside information about other people who
might be interested in running.
"One prospective candidate," said
Anne, "is William F. Buckley, Jr., the renowned author and journalist." Anne,
however, has had her. doubts about him.
She feels he is too liberal. "Buckley pretends to be a conservative but just look at
his past. He actually went to school in Mexico and as you know they allow Salvadoran
rebels to operate out of their capital. For all
we know he could be a communist in conservative clothing."
Another candidate who Anne feels might
toss his "halo" into the ring is Moral Majority Leader Jerry Falwell. Once again
Anne has her reservations. "I don't know
about that guy. He says he's a God-fearing
Christian and a rabid anti-communist but
his record doesn't show it. Look, he recently had dinner with Ted Kennedy. Only God
knows what he might have caught. Besides,
it probably won't be long before he gets the
urge to have an affair with Suzy Chaffee."
A hot ticket that is entertaining the idea
of announcing is South Carolina Senator
Strom Thurmond and North Carolina
Senator Jesse Helms. TbisAtate would be
billed as the Uncivilr" Rights Ticket.
However, Anne has difficulties with Thurmond who ran for President once before in
1948. "Strom could be a problem. He's
from the same state as Jesse Jackson, South
Carolina, and I've heard a rumor that they
both drank from the same water fountain in
the State Capitol at' Columbia exactly 2
years and 3 months apart." (Strom on
February 10, 1972 and Jesse on May 10,
1974.) For this reason Anne completely
rules out supporting this ticket.
Turning to darkhorses, Anne mentions
entertainer Pat Boone who "has a personal
relationship with God." If he does run,"
says Anne. "he will most likely tap Dallas
Cowboy head coach Tom Landry as his
running mate. Landry also has a personal
relationship with God. Anne, however,
prefers Landry to head the ticket, "since he
is a staunch outspoken adversary of the
Redskins." Anne likes this anti-communist
stance.
The final candidate Anne sees entering
the race is former Reagan Secretary of State
and part-time President, Alexander Haig.
Anne unabashedly admits she loves him.
According to her he exhibits the two most
important qualifications a President should
have. "The first is that he served in the
armed forces and the second is he makes
absolutely no sense when he speaks." In
fact, Anne hopes that Haig might even
replace George Bush as Reagan's Vice
President even though it would mean a
demotion. "After all Ron and Al have
much in common. AI was in the army and
Ronnie starred in Hellcats of theNavy. Ron
talks in circles and Al needs a translator
when he speaks."
Although I have a beautiful relationship
with Anne I must confess that I disagree
with her. I am a liberal Democrat and
really couldn't vote for Reagan. I do
however, wish that Abraham Lincoln was
around to run. Maybe then he could finally
gets his revenge on a grade B actor.

Your nation has spent ever-increasing amounts of money on providing food
for the poor (Policy Review. Fall 1983, "Despite a thirtyfold increase in food aid for
the poor since 1955, there has been little or
noimprovernent in their diets. "), yet there
still-seems to be large numbers of people
who are malnourished. As President you:
A. Take steps to determine whether the
money is being used effectively.
B. Give more money to the people who
have hitherto failed to fulfill their mandate.
.4'
2) Finding that spending on defense is.
as a percentage of the Gross National Prodduct, is nearly half of its level of 1962, while
the most powerful enemy of your nation
has been carrying out one of the most
massive military build-ups in human history, you propose:
A. To increase spending on defense, in
real terms, to the levels of 1962.
B. To cravenly accept your enemy's
terms of surrender.
3) Your nation's government is habitually spending more than it receives in taxes.
As chief executive of the nation, you propose to the legislature:
A. Steps to eventually increase revenue
by increasing the number of people who
pay taxes.
B. Extorting a higher proportion of the
incomes of members of a shrinking tax
base.
4) The federal judiciary is pretending to
powers beyond its constitutional warrant.
Not wanting to sacrifice the future independence of the judiciary because of the
actions of a few usurpers, you:
A. Propose constitutional amendments
to vitiate the more obnoxious decisions.
B. Commit intellectual fraud by pretending the decisions are consonant
with the constitution.
S) You called for the resignation of a
member of the Cabinet who remarked
frankly on the tokenism involved in the
appointment of an advisory panel, notwithstanding his apologies for his indiscretion.
Soon afterwards a candidate for your party's nomination for chief executive uses a
derogatory synonym for Jews. You:
A. Call for the candidate to withdraw.
notwithstanding his apologies for his
indiscretion.
B. Congratulate the candidate for his
candid apology.
6) You. a legislator. though having been
drinking. offer to drive home a campaign
worker carrying a fetus. After escaping
from an accident on a bridge resulting in
the underwater entrapment of your passengers in the car, you:
A. Call the police and report the accident as soon as possible.
B. Call your political advisors and wait
to call the police until the one slim
chance for their survival is impossible.
7) In 1980, inflation was slightly over
10%, interest rates were approaching 200/0.
unemployment was on the increase, and
international respect for the nation was almost nil. By 1984, inflation was reduced to
an annual rate one-third that of 1980, unemployment was decreasing, and respect
for the nation. was restored. You:
A. Support the Administration that
wrought the conditions of 1984.
B. Support the party that wrought the
conditions of 1980.
So much for facile and non-intellectual
means of making ideological points. Oh,
Democrat answers are 1) B. 2) B. 3) B.
4)B. 5) B. 6) B. 7) B. Those who were
offended and ou traged have my understanding sympathy.
1)

Opinions expressed here are not
necessarily those of The Ticker.
Responses will be printed.

under a contractual arrangement
with the Auxiliary Enterprises
Board (AEB); 2) Neon Notes could
Continued from Page J
be incorporated into Day Session
Student Government so revenues
"It's a real good' service."
generated
would go into DSSG's
Arkin and Lentieri both said
there was no problem in obtaining coffers, or 3) Neon Notes could be
permission from instructors in given a separate funding line, the
economics and finance to have way Helpline is financed.
"Our status next semester is
note-takers present. "Francis and '
uncertain at this point. The
Kleinberg were most cooperative,"
Lentieri added, referring to J . ultimate decision lies with the office
of the Dean of Students," said
Clark Francis, and Norman L.
Kleinberg: Professor and Associate Lentieri, adding "We're willing to
Professor, respectiv~ly,. of cooperate and negotiate with the
administration. We're flexible. n
Economics and Finance.
Henry Wilson, Dean of Students,
Francis said, "I'm worried that
they might not take good notes." said President Joel Segall will make
He added that so far, he has no a final decision at the end of this
complaints "good, bad or indif- semester. Wilson acknowledged
ferent." Francis commended Arkin that Neon Notes has been granted
and Lentieri on their honesty in permission for one semester.
coming to him before placing However, he said, "They might not
note-takers in his classroom, and have another semester."
Wilson contended, "The idea of
said about Neon Notes, "I don't
having
a note- taking service on camsee that it would hurt anyone. It
pus is not new. We knew such sermight help someone."
vices
existed. The arrangement
Lentieri said another condition
was that all revenue generated "by Neon Notes came up with was surNeon Notes must be used exclusive- prising to us. They wanted a commercial, profit-making venture. On
ly for the upkeep of the service.
most
campuses, they are run by an
"All subscription money is
deposited in a single account. Right associated student government. ' ,
across the street at Citibank, "
Asked if it would be to Baruch's
pointing to .the right of the table advantage to have Neon Notes'
Neon Notes has set up in front of revenue kept in the school, Wilson
the Auditorium in 17 Lexington queried, "What do you think?"
Avenue.
Wilson did not elaborate.
"We're operating at a loss,"
If Neon Notes is awarded a constressed Lentieri. "Neither Stuart tract, they will either pay a percennor I are collecting a salary. "
tage of their net sales, or pay a
Neon Notes' status for next minimum guaranteed fee; this fee
semester is unsure. There are three would increase if saIes.surpaued a
options being considered by the ad- certain limit. This anangement is
ministration: 1) Neon Notes could similar to tl:!at of EqueatioiiaI Rebe set up as an individual ~llt.erpr!-se freshments, Inc.

The new police recruits.
Call them slobs.
Call them jerks.
Call them gross.

By Edmund Unneland

By Michael Lashinsky

Neon Notes

Just don't call them
when you're in trouble.
~Q
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What an Institution!
"POUCE ACADEMYn A PAUL MASLANSKY PRODUCTION
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GEORGE GAYNES AS COMDT. LASSARD • STORY BY NEAL 9lAEL & PAT PHOFT
SCREENPLAY BY NEAL ISRAEL & PAT PROFr AND HUGH WILSON
PRODUCED BY PAUL MASLANSKY • DIRECTED BY HUGH WIT.SON
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l AT A _FLAGSHIP THEATRE NEAR YOU ~
Psychotherapist
N. Y.S. Certified
Specializing in work with young
adults concerning matters of:
•
•
•
•
•

Anxiety
Stress
Depression
Career Uncertainty
Decision Making
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··;right now okay. " He personally would prefer
simply not to wait for the S12K version, exMacintosh, pected at the end of this year.
In general. faculty members and
.ds of software
.le in the market students who are well-versed with
computers have adopted a waitfor uK li>l"J jJL .
and-see attitude towards purchasThere are. however, people who ing the Macintosh. It is important
are convinced that the Macintosh that the Macintosh catches on with
will be a success. Professor Lucy the public; if not. buyers might find
Gamett and Professor Thomas J. themselves stuck with a good rnaTomberlin, both from the statistics chine. but with limited software. In
department, share the same office most cases. companies are relucand opinion about the Macintosh. tant to develop software for a
Both said it is a great machine machine that does not sell well.
CCwith revolutionary concepts that New machines invariably have cere
might set the trend for future com- rain bugs and rather than get stuck
puters." Juan Caraballo, a staff with them. consumers should wait
member in compensatory pro- for later models that have been
grams. called the machine "an ex- corrected.
cellent buy." All felt the keyboard
Professor Radu Diaconescu of
and mouse extremely easy to learn the math department advises.
and work with. The Macintosh has "Thev (customers) should hold on
an a~ded ad.va~tage over the IBM, for a"while. Go to the computer
PC 10 that It IS portable, accord- stores to see how the machine
ing to Caraballo.
works. read up as much on it as
Students are generally enthusi- possible. and finally make their deastic about the Macintosh. Since cisions based on all that."
most would use it from an end-user Note: There are extensive writepoint of view with perhaps some ups on the Macintosh in most
programming thrown in, students computer-related magazines in
should be more concerned whether either the February or March
software will be available before issues. They are sometimes biased,
they buy the Macintosh. Michael since the advertisement for the
Sackett. president of the Computer Macintosh and the related periphand Quantitative Methods Society, erals (computer disk drives, for exwho is more interested in utilizing a empte.] are Q source of future
computer from a programmer point revenue..

s t II den t s ~ fa cul t y a 11 d s t a f f :
If ~·()U have seen or heard a
nev ~ w () r t h v i teen. ca II :
,I h eli eke r ." e" slin e. 725 - '7 61 0 ' 2 .

East 25th St. location
Tel. 685-0954
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Free Consultation Session
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of view, said, .. It appears the Mac
has limited programming flexibility, unlike the ffiM PC. However,
for the end-user who is not Inro
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Food Service
Continuedfrom Page-l
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the money for a variety of things. It
goes' toward commencement
awards, music licensing fees for
D.J.'s parties, and for WBMB';
when we have a concert, we
sometimes
pay
additional
royalties. "

40 East 23rd St.
Bet. Broadway a Park Ave. So.

Mon.-Fri. 7am -lOpm

If Baruchians are upset about this

sat. 70m - 5pm

er~andwich

issue or any other for that matter,
Aaron hasn't heard much about it.
"I get very little feedback from the
students," he said. More reaction is
needed from the student body,contends Aaron. "If something is stale,
or something isn't right, '1 want to
hear about it. If a complaint comes

Here's what Blakes It so geeIaI.
A big. toasted. five-Inch sesame seed bun

Cnsp, Iceberg lettuce
A WOODFALL FILM

JODIE FOSTER· BEAU BRIDGES, ROB LOWE ana NASTASSJA KINSKI as SUSie The Bear
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ar 71ST STREET 879-1313

IlKO CENTURY
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RKO ROUTE 4
EIGffT1i[EX

SUNRISE MULTIPlEX

PMlAMUS 487-7909

LEVITTOWN 731·5400

EmJ!J3
GOlOfllAN
THE MOVIES
IIAJIIUET 62~ 1

VALlEY STREAM 825--5700

Zesty catsup and real mayonnaise
-
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Sandwich
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Good only at Whoppe
Express 40 E. 23rd. ST.

Exp. 3/24/84

TRAVEL WITH YOUR PEERS
FOR A PEERLESS SUMMER VACATION

!

with this coupon
t .
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FOR STUDENTS & YOUNG ADULTS-AGE GROUP 18-27
Departures from New York: Jun. 4,18; Jul. 2, 16, 23; Aug. 6.
Foreign-Sharon Israel Tours for Students & Young Adults
differ from our regular Israel Tours in two important ways:

In Honor Of

First, and most important, participation is limited to your
age group (18-27 only). That means only friends you
may already have. and others you'd surely like to meet.

Purim, Lahav
The Hebrew Club

Se?ond, because your travel budget may be limited,
we 'Ie cut prices to the bone and included many moneysaving features ... such as tips to driver and guide; and
meals (breakfast and dinner daily. except arrival
night) ... and more.

Of

Baruch College Presents The
Well Known Israeli Singer

Basic 2-week tour costs $755 each plus air fare and non
refundable $25 Reg. Fee ... 3 per room in 4-Star Tel Aviv.
Jerusa.lem an~ Haifa hotels. There's also one night at the
Golan In Tibenas and two nights at the Kfar Giladi Kibbutz.
An optional 3rd week, in Jerusalem, with 2 meals daily
costs $275 each (2 per room).
Wrtho.ut. cost or obligation, mail coupon for a complete
descnption of the sightseeing and other tour features.

---------------------------MAIL TO:

YOEL SHARAB]
Shuschan Purim
Monday March 19, 1984
1:30 P.M. Room 4 Nth.
Student Center Room 302

Please rush complete into on your Student/Young Adult Tours.
Although I am not yet making a reservation, the following are
my tst, 2nd and 3rd choices for departure date.
D June 4
CJ JUly 2
0 July 23
June 18
~ July 16
n Aug. 6
Name
_
Address
_
_
City, State. Zip

o

Foreign-Sharon iJurs
5 Penn. Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10001

Name'of College or University
Name of travel agent, if any

_
_

Qn March 16, 1984 from 4 p.m. to 10 n.m. you are invited
to partake in a party with us in the Student Center.
Our office is located in Rm #311 in the Student Center.
We meet every Thursday in Rm #207 of the 23rd Street building.
Haitian Cultural Society

Next semester, the cornrnittee
~ may involve the marketing research
department to design a survey as a
RonAaroa
class project. "We are still in the
in, we will turn it over to the vendor grassroots stage, but by next
and then expect him to do semester, we'll be able to take on a
project like that."
something about it."
Aaron commented on improving
As of yet, no discrepancies have
arisen between the vendor and the the "Energy Bank," a snack bar on
school. "There are a.few things that the second floor of the Student
still need to be worked out," said Center. He said, "The improvement has been suggested to Roth.
Aaron, "but for the most part,
We
would like improvement in
everything is running smoothly."
physical appearance." Aaron addAccording to Aaron, "Roth is preted•.•
I don't believe we've seen any
ty good at dealing with
improvement.
"
complaints. "
"Students should feel free to exAlthough ERI paid for part of
press
their coeeemstethe committhe supplies for the new mural on
tee,
U
says Aaron. 66This way we can
the back wall of the 26th Street
pass them on to the vendor
cafeteria, Aaron claims "it adds
creating,
overall, a more positive
ambience, but it's not enough. We
quality of service for all."
are hoping he (Roth) will improve
the seating area and the aesthetic
Ifyou have any comments or sugappearance of the cafeteria."
gestions, please contact the
Formulating ongoing surveys to
Associate Dean of Students,
assess students interests and opiRon Aaron in room 1702 of the 26th
nions was an idea discussed during
Street building or call 725-3347.
""':,

LOEWS ASTOR PLAZA • • LOEWS TOWER EAST
BROADWAY
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~
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A draft of the survey was submitted to the committee for its perusal
on March 8. They are restructuring
it and plan to introduce a pilot
'survey in the near future, which will
require approximately 3-5 minutes
to answer.

Kirschner was chosen to draw up
the survey because of his experience
in survey design. CCWe have enlisted
him to formulate our survey," said
Aaron.
The 'Food Service Committee
would like to conduct two surveys,
the second being a barometer of the
results from the implementation of
the first'svsuggestions, -ooracc::'or;':'
ding to Aaron, "it is highly unlikez ly, since we are so far into the
~ semester, " so one survey will be
~ utilized.
>

•

THE HOTEL NEWHAMPSHIRE· WIlFORD BRIMLEY· Edited by ROBERT K LAMBERT
MUSIC by JACQUES OFFENBACH· Arranged and Conducted by RAYMOND LEPPARD
Executive Producers GEORGE YANEFF KENT WALWIN GRAHAME JENNINGS
Co PrococerJIM BEACH' From the Novel by JOHN IRVING· Screenplay by TONY RICHARDSON
Produced by NEIL HARTLEY, Directed by TONY RICHARDSON
""'~'-""'-'i'f
.
' Soun<:Ilr3O AbJm _
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the committee's March 1 meeting.
Aaron proposes that a "clipboard
method" be utilized, where trained
students would approach other
students at random and query them
on issues relating to food service.
Aaron said this method .''will provide the greatest degree of return"
of questionnaires as opposed to
merely inserting printed surveys in
the school newspapers.

Chief Librarian
Continuedfrom Page 1
librarian, although McDermott
said, "we chose five people (in an
earlier stage of the search) to interview, and none of the five said,
'I'm not coming because of the 19th
Street building, ' but all of them
said they were very disappointed. "

llI::

In contrast, Buder remarked that
the new chief librarian may have to
take a more cautious approach.
"Obviously, in any situation where
you have limited resources, pursuing objectives may take away resources from the traditional role of
the library. " He added that this

TICKER
TAKES
t------------------------------------------USS Hike
University Student Senate (USS)
is asking for a SO ¢ increase in the
CUNY -wide activity fee which 1~5a
I, Computer Floe
Full-time
funds it, according to a USS press 1425
release.
Undergraduate
Tuition
Melvin E. Lowe, chairperson of
USS, said his organization "has to
be stronger and more sophisticated 1225
,.,i
. ..•than ever" 'to face issues like tuition hikes and financial aid eligibility. As a result, an increase is need- 1075
ed to continue its operation and
expand into other areas, contends 925
Lowe.
The fee was initially established
by the CUNY Board of Trustees in 775
1978. Each student in CUNY pays
SO ¢out of his or her student activity
fee, regardless of how high or low it
is. If an increase is approved, an
extraSO"fwiII be taCKed-onTO-CUNY . O~"""""",.,..,..~~._-""'------........._~-'--"'"-- .........-~:.....t... ........~...-;........o...J:..--.,;..;;..;....~
activity fees.
1979
fall of 1976
1847
1982
1983
1984
Proposed
IUSS is seeking at least 2/3 of the
DI:
;)
CUNY student government leaders
8
to support the proposal before it is
brought to the Board of Trustees
Chal't details CUNY tultIoD IDcreues.
for final approval.
draft registration.
According to Mickey Revenaugh, see about other grants."
"Help Yourself," step three,
"We, the undersigned, believe
Communications Liaison at USS, the
counsels:
..
Save
for
colle
.
work
that the Solomon Amendment ...
particular amount was decided on
and
pay
your
way;
borrow
only
if
is unwise and unfair because it
since USS wishes to start a legal
you
must."
singles out needy students and imservices program for CUNY. as well
If
you
wish
to
obtain
a
copy
of
poses on them an additional penalas expand the scope of their lobbying efforts in Albany for student You Can Afford College. they are ty not imposed on other students.'
available at the Financial Aid Ofread the introduction.
Issues.
fice, Room 205, ISS E. 24th Street.
The statement continues, "In
Or you can write to HESC. Stu- sum, we believe that the Solomon
dent Information, Albany, New Amendment's involvement of the
York 12255.
university in the enforcement of the
.draft
registration law is an inapproThe Search Committee for the
priate role for higher education inposition of provost has selected
stitutions and that singling out such
four candidates for the position.
institutions uniquely to enforce this
. The names·lf&Ye,·not-been~Jesed
Gary L. Jones, the R~ Ad- 'law· 'W-in'tinderi"11ine-tbe -trust-that·
since the candidates must be reministration's Under Secretary of the university must have with "its
viewed.
Education, told a gathering of 150 students to make learning and inProfessor Norman W. Storer of financial aid officers that the cur- teIJectual growth possible."
the department of Sociology and rent limits on Guaranteed Student
The document concludes with
Anthropology is the chairperson of Loans, $12,500 for undergraduates two affirmations. One: despite the
the committee. The other members and $25,000 for graduate and pro- objections raised. CUNY will comof the committee are: Francis J. fessional students, were not ply with the law unless overturned.
Connelly, Dean of the School of "unbearable." The officers, rep- Two: the opinions in the statement
Business; Lester S. Golub, Dean of resenting the Graduate and Pro- are not an official policy, but are
the School of Education; David O. fessional School Council, are seek- views held by those who signed the
Green, Vice President of Adminis- ing to extend the usual10-year pay- document.
tration; Patricia M. Kay, Professor, ment period to 15 years and wish to
All CUNY college presidents
Department of Education; Robert include a provision to allow signed. the declaration, including
A. McDermott, Acting Dean of the gradually increasing installments as Joel Segall, Baruch's president. In
School of Liberal Arts; Joel Segall, the loan approaches maturity.
addition, CUNY Chancellor Joseph
president of the college; Jack ShaThey claim with a graduated pay- S. Murphy and Deputy Chancellor
piro, Department of Management; ment schedule students could safely Houston G. Elam were also coDenise White, president of the Day borrow larger sums, the actual signers.
Session Student Government amount determined by the degree
(DSSG); and Henry Wilson, Dean earned. For example, they propose
of Students.
$13,500 for a bachelor's, $18,000
Connelly will serve as Acting Pro- for a master's, S26,OOO for an MBA,
102 Baruch students were elect-'
vost this semester. The current 522,500 for a doctorate, S31,5OO for
ed
to Beta Gamma Sigma in late
Provost, Phillip E. Austin, will aIaw degree, and S80,000 for a
December, according to the organileave Baruch at the end of this medical degree.
zation.
John Brademas, president of
spring to become president of ColoOf those elected, 34 are underrado State University at Fort Col- New York University said, "President Reagan seems oblivious to the graduates, 56 are graduates and 12
lins, (Ticker. 1/31/84).
Connelly will continue as Dean of connections between the strength are master's degree candidates,
the School of Business in addition of American universities and the said Professor Leonard Lakin of the
strength of the American nation." Law Department.
to his role as Acting "Provost.
Membership in Beta Gamma SigSeveral other participants criticized
Reagan's proposal to eliminate the ma is "nationally recognized as the
SII million Graduate Professional highest academic honor conferred
Opportunities Program for women on students of business in American colleges and universities," and
The New York State Higher Edu- and members of minority groups.
.Jones' response was: "Every- is comp~ra~le to membership in
. cation Services Corporation (HESC)
Phi Beta Kappa in Liberal Arts
has released an updated version of body wants more and they don't
schools.
You Can Afford College, a finan- want to give up a thing. You can't
The students chosen, and those
continue to advocate for every
cial aid pamphlet.
to be elected this semester, will be
The HESC pamphlet details, in single solitary program you have."
officiaDy inducted into Beta Gamma
brief, steps students can follow to
Sigma at the group's 50th Annual
hel" them go to college.
Dinner. IndUction Ceremony May
Step one, entitled "College,"
8th at the Hotel Roosevelt.
says: "Find out the costs; learn
Those students interested in beA statement issued February 6,
about aid programs; apply for ad1984 by the Council of Presidents of . ing considered for membership can
mission and for financial aid."
In "Grants, " step two, it advises: -City University of ~w York op- obtain applications from Professor
"Find out about State and federal posed the Solomon Amendment Irving Greger, Secretary of the
Continued ori Page 15
grants; ask about coHege grants; linking student financial aid to
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In Search Of . . .

"Bearahle" Loans

Beta Gamma Sigma

Both Buder and McDermott
agreed, however. that library space
would be a major concern for the
new chief librarian. Buder. who
had spoken to President Segall
about the matter. quoted the president as saying, "The first priority
of Baruch is physical space, and the
first priority in terms of physical
space is the library." McDermott
explained. "The library occupies
approximately one-third of the
space that it needs; so it needs to
double or triple its space, and it has
to cope in the meantime."

Affording College

librarian may have to concentrate
on "just examining the most effective use of resources; and I think he
A second major concern, McDer- is going to have to consider ways of
mott said, is that the new chief really, I think. offering and enlarging on the type of services we owe
librarian needs .to combine its trastudents.
"
ditional services with recent com"He is going to have to really
puter innovations. "It has to bring
recognize that the nature of the unicomputer technology to the tradiversity
library has changed, that
tional areas, and it has to keep the
traditional areas going, all the time Baruch has v lY much kept pace
developing increased technology. with these cha es, but that it'll be
So, somebody has to bring those necessary for him to consider extwo functions into a much more actly how far we should go in that
-direction. !o'
craaii¥e--hannony ~"
- ' .".

'.

Unfair Amendment
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Writer and critic on photography
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Bible Belt

Jesse Jackson
and the Jews

Continuedfrom Page 2
ten by ignorant fanatics being used
in New York City to extend the Bible Belt up here. There are many
stories and ideas in the Bible I
regard as legends, such as the 7-day
creation, the Fall, the Flood, Tower
of Babel, and many books of the
Bible I deem totally folklore but
misinterpreted as historical fact
(Daniel, Job, Jonah, Esther, Ruth).
This is a college of learning, not a
fundamentalist church, and I
would appreciate it if the Christian
Club would not push their fundamentalist teachings on Baruch
students who have reasons (and not
excuses) to not believe. At least
they can take care not to use tracts
published by such offensively antiSemitic, racist and bigoted groups
as Gospel Tract Society, Osterhus
Publishing House, and Pilgrim
Tract Society (conclusions based on
actual tracts circulated by these
groups). Otherwise charges could
be drawn up against the Christian
Club about their anti-Semitic tracts
in a college where many faculty and
students are of the Jewish faith.
Your truly,
Peter Davison

Death Penalty
"

.

Dear Editor,
The kindest thing one can say
about Mr. Taveras' article (Feb. 14,
Jesse Jackson, The Arabs and The
New York Times) is that it reveals
negligence with the facts and
flawed· thinking. Does he really
not know the difference between
the role of an individual- and the
one organized pressure groups have
have in the life of the U.S.?
Of course there is nothing wrong
with Jesse Jackson's accepting
$200,000 (not $100,000 as Taveras
states) from individuals, Arab or
otherwise. It is quite different for
presidential candidate Jackson to
accept $200,000 from the Arab
League, a political organization
which is dedicated to the destruction of an ally of the U. S., namely
Israel.
To illustrate: I believe that any
school, let's say Princeton University, should and would accept a
contribution from any individual
who wanted to promote education,
even if the individual were South
African. Accepting money from the
racist South African government
would be a different story.
Does Taveras not see the issue in
its true light because he hasn't
thought it through, or does he
believe that seeking to destroy a
state is not objectionable if that
state is Israel?
Milton Deutsch

In his article, Changing the Legal
System:' Edmund Unneland pointedlto John Locke's statement that
those who commit mass murder,
contract murder, torture murder
and rape murder have declared war
on their society and that society
should carry out a sentence consistent with a state of war. This view,
Dear Editor,
used for the support of capital punThis letter is in response to a reishment, bears some qualification.
cent letter on "Unruly Lounges"
Capital punishment is a form of dated February 28, 1984. Greater
.vengefu! violence. and to that effect- ·--than the question of-uwhy-are we
I must agree with Erich Fromm.
here at Baruch" is what do we want
whose statement that •'the revenge
out of Baruch besides a degree? Do
we want many floors of libraries or
motive is in inverse proportion to
the strength and productiveness of do we want an outlet to exchange
the new-found knowledge we've
a group or individual'· seems to be
gained in our classrooms, such as
well borne out. It is. in fact. in the
most backwards groups (econornithe ninth floor lounge?
cally. culturally. and emotionally)
Just because the school happens
that the sense of revenge seems to to hang a sign QUIET! Study
be the strongest. In sud: instances.
Lounge, it doesn't mean that
revengeful violence serves the irraeveryone must read quietly to
themselves. There are plenty of
tional function of "undoing magic, ally what has been done realisticalfacilities for one to broaden his or
1)"_" The person or group that lives
her academic horizons such as: the
productively has no. or little such
second floor on 23rd Street, the 24th
need for revengeful violence.
Street library, and various rooms
Psychologists have shown that
in the 360 PAS building (including
the most important conditions for
26th Street). These are all extremely
the development of the love of life
quiet places where one can concenin the child is for him to be with
trate on his or her education.
people who love life. A society that
I am an avid patron of the ninth
sanctions dea t h is. necessarily.
floor lounge and I may even be concontrary to one that values life. To
sidered one of the "disoriented
call the death penalty justice is to
freshmen," but to Mr. Peter
sugarcoat poison; and poison is poiGubin's unfortunate ignorance I
son no matter what wrapper it
am quite the contrary. I happen to
comes under.
be a Senior, who is a very "serious
Linda C_ Costandi
minded student."

Lounge User
Responds

I am sure Mr. Baruch would have
agreed with the old adage that all
work and no play makes Peter a
dull boy. If I were to have spent my
past three years in Baruch being
100070 academically oriented, I
think I wouldn't have had a fullrounded education.
Being social is a very big part of
anyone's college education.
Without interaction with your
fellow students, how can you exchange ideas and broaden your own
personal horizons. Not everyone
feels that silence is a euphoric
cultural environment; some people
do have to talk, laugh, and enjoy
themselves with their peers to be
able to communicate openly. This
can very well be achieved through
the atmosphere the ninth floor
lounge projects.
- If Baruch College was really interested in the ninth floor lounge
being a study hall (notice the difference in terms), they would not
have conveniently decorated it with
couches and abstract furniture instead of wooden tables and benches.
If the hallowed halls of Baruch .
were only hallowed with such narrow-minded, unsociable students
such as Peter Gubin, then how
could any of us eventually raise
ourselves to the level Mr. Baruch
rose himself to in his revered and
highly emulated life? In the business
world, only professionals with
broad and diverse viewpoints will
excel to the top of their field.
Yes, Baruch and its ((finest·
available faculty from around the
globe" do have a social responsibility to live up to, but this image
can only be implemented by a
diversity in its students. This diversity can only be achieved when
students have a freedom and social
atmosphere in which an exchange
of knowledge may take place. So
therefore, the DSSG should either
make the ninth floor loUIlge--mto:..a
lounge or, turn us into unsocial
remote clones in three-piece suits.
Paige R. Berson

A.D. Coleman
will lectufe in the Art Dept.,
room 1016, 46 E 26th St.,
on Thursday, March 15th It 1:00 p.m.
This lecture is made possible by
a grant from the Baruch College
Quality of Life Committ••
The Baruch College Counseling Office
SlLADIUM-COlLEGE RINGS .
'tbur c::cIege ring is now more afIord8bIe than ever: Save on ~ ioediNe .

AN OPPORTUNITY TO TALK THINGS OVER
WITH A PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST OR
COUNSELOR!! !

variety of 5iIadium ring styles with custom features that expcessyour tasIe
and achieYements. Each SiIadium ring is CUSIOm made. with carefU attention 10 detail. And every AJ1CanIed ring is backed by a FuR Ufetime warranty. Don' miss out. It's the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great
ooIege ring. See yourArtCarved representative soon.

IIRTQJ·

Date: March 13,14
Time: 10-3, 4-7
Place: 23rd 81. 360 Park Cafe
Deposit: $20

RVEIJ

IT IS FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL!
COME AND SEE US:

CLASS RINGS.INC

Apply for a Sears Credit Card now while you're still in school
It's easier to g_et a Sears Credit Card than you
might think. You don't need a big bank account
or a full-time job or even a diploma. If you are
a responsible person with the ability to pay
your bills, Sears believes you deserve credit
and will handle it with care.

- • Permanent
Centers open days.
evenings and weekends • Low
hourly cost.eDedicated full-time
staff. Compfete TEST-N-TAPE8
facilities for review of class lessons
and supplementary materials.
Courses taught by skilled instructors • OpportunIty to make up
missed lessons • Voluminous
home-study materials constandy
updated by researchers expert in
1tWIiI fl8lCJ. 0WUt lUi lily to b a ISf8I
b~contiIltI8 study at." okH-·
over 120 centers.

- . . . ....

-

A Sears Credit Card can be extremely helpful to you, especially if you're a junior, semor
or graduate student. It could be your first step
in building a credit history. A credit history
thatwiH help you get the-credit you'll want
when you leave school.

by JOEL GROSS
131 West 56th Street

KATE McNBl

ROBIN THOMAS

N.~C.10019

CAROlECHASE

TOM UCON

(Between 6& 7 Aves.)

212-977-8200

WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, FRIDAY 8 PM
SAJlJRDAY 7 A1«' 10 PM
SUNDAY 3 NIIJ 7 PM

Permanent Centers In More Than
120 MajorUS. Cities & Abroad.

PERRY STREET THEATRE

For lntorrnation About Other centers

l1CICET CENT'RAl. 212·279-4200
QIIU) SAlES 212·9M-6611
11CXETS $1S.OO

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL
TOLL FREE 800-223-1782
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TOPIC: Destruction before Detonation: _Tlte Impact of the
Arms Race on Health and Health·Care

~

l&'a1 _ _

DATE: Thursday, March 15, 1984

Starski (Iov.hug)

'"

~

-.

~.

Ior.--. ~ . . -01 e.au.
a.

_

-Star.1t ~Bellroo •.... ' 3435.
......

with expenses paid, please call usEdith and Larry at 854-1383. All
arrangements with be confidential
and in full compliance with a/I
laws.

FREE COLUGE EDUCAllON

Grlndntllt.r Flash
...... _..

you. know is presnant.__and.__miglJ( .
consider a non-agency· adoption

. . . . . . .,ar,.

7

"~-c..-...""

We want a baby. Childless professional couple, both 32, white,
happily married, want to give loving home to newborn. If someone

Professor and Chair
Department of Social Medicine
Montefiore Medical Center and Albert Einstein
College of Medicine
President-Elect of the American Public Health Association
Founding member of Physicians for Social Responsibiljty

We'"
1'111 MOIIa\ S1'llDL

.. 19".•

725-4458

Pleae eaII for appoiotiWllts betweea 9AM-5PM

Victor Side., M.D.

10 I'fI5DI 10 WlIIa

.

A SERVICE OF THE BARUCH COLLEGE DEPARTMENT
OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
Rm. 1735360 Park Aveoue South
Moaday-Friday 9AM-5PM
EyetdlllJ (By AppoIotlDeat) SPM-8PM

History Department Lecture Series:
The Impact of the Nuclear Age
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If you are bamal dJllkulty couc:eDfratJal or studyiag
If you are leeU... depraaed or Ioaely
If you are aperteadDl dllftcalties
est8blislllaa meulaglal rdatloas or
bavial sexual problems
II you caa't ID8ke up your mlad wltat to major la
II you are bavtaa a touah time wltla lamDy or IrieDds
II you leel upset about leeIlalS laslde 01 you ud doa't
where you're beaded

Student Rep. needed to sell
Charter Flights. 212 722-4841
ask for Howard Weinstein

EP

"
..-a-....c.-...-.c.... -.....-..

'

1n 11titioiS·catl:-l~800-942-7446
When you call, ask for the New Accounts
Operator, at extension 90. Please call 9 A.1\1to 9 PlV1. Monday through Friday. 9 A.M. to
4 PM. Saturday.

CLEAN

FREE•••·
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Apply for a Sears Credit card
Call 1-800-323-3274

There are over 3400 Sears Retail and Catalog Stores all across the country, and your
Sears Credit Card is good at everyone of
them. Plus, unlike some credit cards, there's
no annual fee for a Sears Credit Card and
finance charges are always fully disclosed on
your Sears statement.

You Could Ie Gomg To CoIege for

-

With a Sears Credit Card you can choose
from an enormous range of products and
services - all backed by Sears famous
promise, "Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your
Money Back." And when you don't have time
to get to a Sears Store, use your Sears Credit
Card to order by phone from our famous
catalogs. Just say "Charge It!"

Nationwide credit at Sears
and no annual fee

Dear Editor,
I would like to inform the student body that Baruch's Gay Student Alliance will be sponsoring its
annual poetry writing contest.
There will be three prize certificates
awarded in the amount of seventyfive, fifty and twenty-five dollars.
All students are invited to come and
participate. If you are unable to
compete, come anyway to support
your fellow Baruchians. Please
remem ber that all entries must be
typed and submitted by the third
week of March. The office of the
Gay Student Alliance is located on
the third floor of the Student
Center, room 301D.
Thank you,
Kathleen Kotakis
(GSA) Vice Pres.

over their free breakfasts.
"Ronnie, look at how shabbily these peoTurning off Pennsylvania Avenue, the
ple are dressed. Eating out and dressed like
motorcade went another seventeen blocks
derelicts-how disgraceful! And, this food
before coming to the city's most popular
is just as decrepit as these people. They
eating establishment. There was a line a
deserve each other."
block long waiting for the place to 0t::e n .
"Well, what the hell do you want, lady?
"Let's use executive privilege and cut in
This is a soup kitchen," said a sixty-seven
front of the line," Nancy _said. Then, some
year old woman whose body and face apt wenty secret service agents frisked
peared to be one long wrinkle.
everyone on line and held the first seven
"Besides having no sense of style, they're
places on the line for the Presidential enrude too. Oh Ronnie, can we please leave,"
tourage. When the doors opened at 9 a.m.,
Nancy said.
the entourage got out of their limousines
"Come on Nancy, let's go and eat with
and took the first seven places on line.
people with class. Let's eat in the city's
The secret service agents entered first and
most expensive restaurant and leave thse
frisked all the employees of the establishboorish people in their garbage dump,"
ment. The Presidential party followed and
Ronnie said.
took seats at a long wooden table. While
"And, these people better realize that as
everyone else had to pick up a tray and get
long as they remain in this downtrodden
their own free meal, the entourage sat and
state. they better not expect any help from
~loed· to'!' seetet se",~e agents to: bring' - -1'1\Y admH\iStrat'ien. ":.' .
, • ...

Over 100,000 fine products
and services at Sears

It's smart
to establish credit now

Poetry Contest

Continued from Page 4
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Where's the beef? In restaurants and delis around Baruch!
'1 '
\

I

The fire alarm went off in the 23rd Street
building on March I about 3. Then, there
was a walk down 11 flights of stairs. Not
wanting to stay around long enough to find
out whether there was a real fire, I suggested to my friends that we go for some
food at a Spanish restaurant. Ralph suggested Mexican. I mentioned Chinese.
Ralph suggested Mexican. We decided on
Mexican.
We headed for EI Mariachi (24th St. between 2nd and 3rd). Hitting 3rd Avenue on
23rd, we decided to make a pit stop at Ye
Auld Sod for a drink - or two. Then, we
were ready for Mexican. Up until now, I
had shied away from E) Mariachi because
of the spiciness of Mexican food which I
feared could give you the nickname of
"Godzilla Breath."
We entered EI Mariachi, walked past the
"closet-sized" anteroom, and went into the
restaurant's patio-like sitting room. A
beautiful fountain, sprouting green and
yellow colored water, greeted us in the
patio. The patio's decor gives off a ranchero ambience. There are wooden
"mesas" and "sillas," plants running
along the perimeter, ferns hanging from the
ceiling, and a sombrero, an acoustic guitar,
and paintings hung from the- walls. The
paintings included one of the sun setting
over the desert and another depicting
Mayan caricatures. Adding to the tranquil
ranchero ambience were soft orange lights
above and soft music in the background.

.

I

:.,f \~

Madness at El Mariachi
By Manny Tateras

'

'... .-

The restaurant's menu is typically Mexican with items such as beef and chicken enchiladas, tacos, and burritos. Enchiladas
and tacos were at the center of the dishes
ordered by Colleen, Arvella, and Ralph.
Colleen had difficulty deciding on what to
order. So, she chose the number 10 combination because she likes the number ten. I
ordered Shrimp Criollo because it isn't too
spicy. Each order was in the nine-dollar
range. We also ordered a pitcher of sangria.
However, we had trouble deciding whether
we had been-served Kool-Aid or watereddown sangria.
There was about a half hour wait before
we were served. The Shrimp Criollo consisted of shrimp served in a mild sauce
along with rice and a separate salad. The
rice was only fair, but the abundant serving
of shrimp was fantastic. My friends, who
had ordered the more spicy food, thought
the enchiladas and tacos rated from fair to
good. "There was nothing really spectacular about it. As far as I'm concerned if
we're going to give them academic standards," Arvella said. "The food wasn't
bad, when we finally got it," Colleen said.
Ralph thought the dinner was good, but
that lunch is better because the prices are
about four dollars less for the same dish.
Dinner, however, is accompanied by a
guitar player singing Latin pop and
folkloric songs. We were too early for that
though because we left at about 5:15.
The consensus was that the restaurant
rated no more than average. However, the
fly that hovered above our table may have
given the dinner a higher rating.

Les Cuisines Delicieuses

/

If Pizza-Egg Roll-Hot-Dog syndrome has

prices in the city. Here you will find nothing
set in, you could either go fish, say cheese, but Indian restaurants where you can bring
or get thee downtown.
your own beer or wine to wash down the
Sea World, on Lex between 23rd and spice and keep down the price. Dinner for
24th Streets, features a wide variety of take- two in almost any of the dozen or so places
out or eat-in dishes including fried shrimp, will run about $10. (Yup - $10 for two.')
crab, lobster, chicken, and an incredibly
While you're down in The East Village,
large portion of fried whiting (sandwich, the Ticker Editoral Board's Favorite
$2.50, platter with fries, $3.(0).
hangout (to hell with Elaine's) is the BamWith spring just around the corner, a pic- boo House, which specializes in Szechuan
nic in the park might alleviate the old mid- food at reasonable prices. Bring your own
term blues. LaMarca Cheese Shop, on the wine or beer here, too. It's on the corner of
corner of Third Avenue and 22nd Street, Second Avenue and East Sixth Street.
offers the up-and-coming Baruch gourmet
The East Village wouldn't be The East
a large selection of pasta salads, home- Village without the many Polish Ukranian
made soups,French breads, and, of course, coffee shops that have been dishing up
cheese. A great, reasonably priced' alter- hearty food at sinfully low prices for year.
native to monotonous deli sandwiches Try Veselka, R&H Dairy (for Matzoh-brie,
would be a nice chunk of cheese, a French bagels with nova, salmon croquettes and
roll, an apple and perhaps your favorite challah bread french toast), or, perhaps
study partner under the soon to be green more for people-watching than the food,
trees of Madison Square Park.
the infamous Kiev.
If extreme hunger sets in, it will be worth
For brave souls venturing eastward to
your while to hop down to East 6th Street Avenue A, the Odessa will provide a good
(between 1st and 2nd Avenues) to sample meal at a good price with real eclectic Old
some of India's best cuisine at the lowest Pole/New Punk atmosphere.
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- ---. - - -
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Punks' and Sushi at Chiaki
prepared. One thing we are assured of is
that this place doesn't lack atSetting: A Saturday, like any other Satur- mosphere-sthe dim lights, jubilant faces
day, featuring shopping, swapping and and raucous dialogue seem to appease even
mental napping. The usual pre-meal, post- the fiercest beasts.
By now, we too must look atrocious with
mortem dialogue creeps in:
our
tongues at our sides. Safely nestled at
"Hey, are you hungry?"
our small table, we examined the walls.
"Yeah, are you hungry?"
Why the walls? Well because they looked
"Would I be asking if I weren't."
like
protruding log-cabin formica waves.
"Eh, I don't know-it's all the same to
We also caught sight of the Sushi bar in the
me." \
far distant corner. The expert knifemen
"Good Answer! Good Answer!"
"Stop it! Are we going to eat or what." were really giving it to those poor fish. We
"Alright, Alright!"
. wondered why the Sushi bar was put so out
of reach. Was it becausethey didn't want us
"Then it's agreed, Japanese food. ,,'
Japanese food, how come you get to to see what went into our handrolls or
maybe therejust wasn't enough space?
pick?"
All I knew is that after one Melon Ball
Subsequent to a heated debate, tempers
flaring, stomachs grumbling, it was decided. (Midori, Vodka and O.J .), I found more
The place-Chiaki (located at 28th St. and space than I wished for. Slightly buzzed and
2nd Ave.), the time-6:30 p.rn., the hungrier than ever, we scanned the menu.
weapons-samurai skewers and the drinks on One side was strictly Sushi and Sushitni and
the other was traditional meal breakdown;
us.
First thing you notice about this place is entrees, appetizers, soups and desserts.
the billboard-it spells, what else but Handrolls are raw fish (crab and shrimp
Chiaki on a black background in white let- with avocado in our case) with rice wrapped
ters interspersed with little ska checker- in a green piece of seaweed. They are served
boards. You enter and receive an immediate with .ging er slithers that my compatriot
smile from a Japanese man dressed in baggy described as fish dipped in Pine-Sol. Actrousers held up by suspenders, an Alfalfa tually, they are tasty morsels of fish but
hat and an avant-garde V-back cut tee- rather' tangy. Also served is a green cross
shirt, and are ushered to a crowded table. between mustard and horse-radish for the
The interior decor is futuristic arty-punk, dipper in all of us, which might leave one
hold the trendy, with a side order of gasping for water if applied too abundantelevated unplayed drums. Records dangle Iy. My guest found this out the hard way. "
from the ceiling and a distant reel-to-reel The handrolls themselves were superbly
plays Beethoven to U-2 to Mickey Mouse's prepared but my partner had a better time
Happy Birthday song, while your table is taking them apart than eating them.

By Peter Konfederak
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Long Live the Cafeteria!
When deciding where to dine in the midst
of a hectic day at school, the uninspired.
but convenient Baruch food service
facilities are often chosen.
The cafeterias are in the' 26th Street
building (fifth floor), the 24th Street
building (first floor) and the 23rd Street
building (tenth floor). The facilities are run
by a 'private organization - Educational
Refreshments, Inc. - that pays a fee for
the concession as well as a percentage of
sales above a level determined by the
Baruch Auxiliary Services Board. Condi- tions are greatly improved over past years
when food service was supplied by Tastyvend and the cafeterias were cited by the
Board of Health for code violations.
Educational Refreshments remodeled the
cafeterias when they took over the concession this past fall. A fresh coat of paint was
applied to all the areas and ' new vending
machines were installed.The look is one of
clean efficiency, but it is rather cold and

sation impossible. Indeed, meeting friends
to sit and talk seems to be the main activity
of most students. Business students tend to
congregate in 26th Street while Liberal Arts
students populate the 23rd Street cafeteria.
This is due mainly to the concentration of
each school's classrooms and offices in the
respective buildings.
Last of all there is food - perhaps the
least important element of the cafeterias.
While it is almost always edible, the run-ofthe-mill institutional food does little to
stimulate the appetite. The food is fine for
sustenance, but it is unlikely you would
search out such ordinary fare as hamburgers or tuna sandwiches for anything except a quick bite.
The food tastes as if it were cooked for
an army. There are no signs that anyone
takes pride in their cooking, which is
understandable in a high-volume operation
that must meet certain cost objectives. All
too often ingredients are not the best quality available. For example, the iceberg lettuce used in the salads could always be

For those of you who never step beyond
the cafeteria walls to have a good meal or to
socialize, there's an abundance of good inexpensive restaurants and delis around
Baruch College.
Shamlana on the corner of 28th Street
and Lexington Avenue is an exquisite little
Indian restaurant - a cozy, warm haven
for those who like Indian food without the

Avenue. The hot and sour soup is really hot
and sour. The fried rice is well done and
plenty. The dishes are on the spicy side and
hot sauce available upon asking can make
the food delicious. Dishes range from
$2.95 to $4.95. At such low prices, Wing
Yuan offers the best Chinese food in the
Baruch neighborhood, better than Golden
China or the Lotus Eaters.

, uninviting. In the 23rd Street building, gar-

crisper, and it seems as if many of the fresh

hot Indian spices that set your stomach on

D' Agostino, on 3rd Avenue between 25th

bage is occasionally strewn about - hardly
a pleasant site.
The 23rd Street and 26th Street cafeterias
serve an important function as a gathering
, place on our space-starved campus. The
: spacious tables provide an ideal surface for
studying or playing cards in addition to
eating. The cafeterias are not quiet, but the
: DOise level is not so high as to make conver-

vegetables sit around a few days before being used.
One does better with a light snack. There
is always a decent selection of junk food
and a wide selection of beverages. While
this does not comprise a well-balanced diet,
it is a credit to Educational Refreshments
that they accept the reality of student eating
habits and try to serve that demand.

fire. Meals can be ordered by the platter.
Vegetarian platters consisting of two
vegetables, rice, Indian bread, salad,
yogurt, pickle, soup and desert cost $3.95.
Non-vegetarian platters with the same ingredients but with meat instead of one of
the vegetables cost $4.95 to $5.95. The platters, which come prepared to Shamiana
restaurants from a main kitchen are heated
and served when ordered. The place offers
elegant dining at an extremely reasonable
price.
For the Chinese Food Freaks, there's an
authentic Schezuan restaurant called ~inK
Y UID on the corner of 24th Street anCi 2nd

and 26th Streets is a supermarket for
Gramercy Park residents. However, it has a
Kosher deli inside that carries eight different kinds of bagels. Most of the sandwiches range from $1.65 to $2.35. The
salads are fresh and are sold by the pound.
If you like your pizza slice large, crisp,
well-baked with an equal portion of cheese
and tomato, the Sabatino Pizza shop next
to Frusen Gladje on 23rd Street and 3rd
Avenue has it.
All right, business majors! The first principle of good purchasing strategy - buy the
best quality at the lowest available price.
So, take these tips and get on your toes!

By Steven Appenzeller
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Two things keep the average 'Baruch stu- and you can enjoy the' sausage and
dent from enjoying a "sit down" lunch, onion/shiskabob cart. The sausage and
f
I
time and money. One need not patronize a onion sandwich is a delicious-looking comi " I
,
i
fancy restaurant to have a quick' bite. The bination of a largegreasy gray sausage (how
i
f
Baruch campus, from 23rd Street to 26th the water-logged franks and this can be callis littered, and I mean littered, with ed by the same name is beyond me) and
I ' . Street
iI
places to grab some lunch as you run.
about 3 pounds of onions. This is not a
A few paces from Baruch is the first meal to have before a class you Wish to
culinary extravanganza, "the hot dog open your mouth in. As a compliment to
•stand." Here, a student can enjoy his these onion-laden rolls is the "mystery
choice of a frankfurter or a sausage (it meat" shishkabob. The one who can guess
seems that the sausages are franks that have what animal this meat comes from deserves
been soaking up water for a long time), a free Alkaseltzer. Whatever animal it is,
with his or her choice of condiments, These though, must have been killed by lightning.
toppings range from the standard ketchup Those things are always pre-burned. Just.
few turns over the fire, a slice of Italian
and mustard to sauerkraut alld "onions"
bread,
and you're ready to play "name that
for the adventuresome. This is an especially
good lunch for the forgetful student who meat."
You're on the corner, it's your last
cannot remember whether he has eaten.
The next stop along the dietary strip is a chance at the ultra fast-food strip, it's the
pizzeria. Even if you don't take out, don't orange dried-fruit and candy wagon. Here,
~ plan on sitting down to enjoy your meal, everything from cashew nuts to candy corn
3 there are no chairs. The limited space leads can be enjoyed. This cart might be safe, if
t to a constant squirming to let someone by anyone ever bought anything. Just how
~ as you eat. This meal can be compared to long does that candy last anyway?
With food like this available, no wonder
! eating in the 23rd Street elevators.
If pizza is not your style, just take a quick Edwin Meese can't find anyone who is
step around the three card monte players hungry. I think I'll.wait for dinner myself.
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WHOEVER
THOUGHT WRITING
COULD BE SO FINE?

DONORS
WANTED

•

".

SEMEN will be used
for artificial insemination
for couples
who cannot have children
due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will be
fully screened and tested.
Accepted Donors
are PAID.
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If you
"'<>, 'r.
!ove fine writ~~4/P't!,
lng, now you
'~7'
can choose between two Precise
Ro~ling B?" pens 'that
wnte so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder
how we made it possible.
Only The Precise allows
you to write beautifully in either
fine point or extra fine point.
The price is even finer. Only $1.19.

For information

2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

IDANT
LABORATORY

[PlLOT1(2[~e9jSe

935-1430

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.

*
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STUDENT HAPPY HOUR

*

a.t

o'Brannigan ·5

,/

These people
and 3 million
others have
something to
celebrate.
They beat cancer:
We arewinning,
Please
support the

379 Park AV8nUB South
at 27th Street
679-3838

..

"..
~

-

-

nus soace contributed as a peblic service

Ad. No. 0784-D (2 col•• 130 ......

Every Monday Afternoon from 2:30PM tiD
is Student Happy Hour- at O'Brannipn's.
yow- student'ID. Then enjoy yOW' choice
Domestic Beers or Regular HiBaDs for

1:30PM

Show
of our
only

One Dollar Each
BAR UCH COLLEGb'
Seminars And Discussions
Relating To The Courts
HONORABLE MARIE M. LAMBERT
Surrogate, New York County
will discuss

WHY EVER YONE SHOULD HA VE A WILL
Thursday, March 22, 1984, at 5:30 P.M.
155 East 24th Street, N. Y. C.
Faculty Lounge, Room 522
This program, the first in a Series, was made possible by a Quality of Life Grant,
supported by the Baruch College Fund.
Refreshments will be served

MAKING CAREER DECISIONS?
Telephone Sales - Advertising
Temporary Positon - Can Lead
To Permanent
Ideal Opportunity! - Are You:
ARTICULATE
PERSISTENT
INDUSTRIOUS
ENTHUSIASTIC
ANXIOUS TO LEARN
INFORMATION SESSIONS:
TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 1984
12:00 - 2:00
4:00 - 5:30
Globus Lounge - 17th Floor
360 Park Avenue South

"At The Manhattan Womens
Medical Center" the finest
gynecological care is well within

your budget:'T.\t
Vtt re offer-a full range of services

including prenatal care and the
medical alternative to an unplanned
pregnancy,
Your relaxed consultation with
Dr. Andre Nehoravoff - our Board
Certified Surgeon" - is absolutely
free of charge along with a preg".~
nancv test and counseling.
Our private facility issuperbly equipped assuring y~ ofqualil! hospital care,
Convenient evening & weekend appointment art: available.
FOR FREE CO:\SlLTATIO' CALL (212)473-6500

The Manhattan Womens Medical Center
115 East 23rd St. (Bet. Park Ave. So. & Lex.)
New York, N.Y.
'''C orne see us - your weII beim~ .IS our concern,•• ,"

Graffiti Artists Wantd
Great Opportunity For
Talented Individuals.

Call Rich
/

725-7620
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Sid Bernstein Sings The Blues?
By EWe Koteas
"I have had some exciting expe-

riences and some tremendous moments in the field I chose," said
music veteran Sid Bernstein while
addressing students and members
of the Music Department on February 27 abou t the realities of the
music business and the career possibilities as perceived by him after
30 years of experience.
Bernstein began his career in the
Bronx at a place called "The Ballroom" where he worked in publicity
and eventually moved to booking
bands. He quit Columbia University in his junior year in order to
begin his music career, and after
working at the Ballroom became
the manager of a Latin band with a
te levision .ser ie s on NBC. (He
eventually also worked for CBS).
During this time, Bernstein" s salary
was $150 a week, considered very
high some 30 years ago, more than
what his father earned working as a
tailor all his life.
Most noted for "bringing the
Beatles to America," Bernstein explained how it all began. "In 1962,
I took a course at The New School
for Social Research, where I now
teach on Wednesday nights about
the music business. Anyway. the
professor had us read a newspaper

about Liverpool each week and that
was how I learned about a band later named the Beatles. I decided to
take a shot at this group. I called
their. manager Brian Epstein and
.asked to present the Beatles at
Carnegie Hall in New York."
Bernstein said Epstein was
"shocked" at his proposal since at
the time Carnegie was noted primarily for classical music, but he
took a chance anyway, borrowing
$500 in order to rent the hall. Bernstein also managed, with Epstein,
to arrange a one-year contract
which stipulated that if the Beatles
weren't a "success," the contract
would be cancelled.
When asked would he do it all
over again, Bernstein r epl ie d.,
.. Frankly, I don't think I would. It's
a tough business. My career has
been very similar to a rollercoaster.
I do not work like a calculator. I
work from within, and you get hurt
when you work from within. It's a
rough and tough business because
there are a lot of quick bucks - and
there are a lot of quick bucks if
you're lucky.·'
. 'The odds of making it are overwhelming," he continued. "The
odds of just getting a record deal.
Even more so, the odds of getting a
record on the top ten list is incredible. The struggle you have to go

Art

Beta Alpha Psi: UCP Raffle

through to get a record on the top
ten is what makes one answer to
the question 'would you do it all
over again' - no!"
Would he ever quit the music
business? "No! I don't know anything else," Bernstein confided. "I
love the music, but I don't like the
pain. But I didn't know that it's all
part of the game when I started."
Bernstein's appraisal of the job
market in the industry was quite
discouraging. "Jobs are scarce,"
he said. "I get calls from friends
and parents, and in the last two to
three years I have been able to get
jobs for two people. '0' However, he
suggested that 'those interested in
law have a good chance in the
music business since it is actually
the attorneys who "run the business. "
"There are people in the business who make an awful lot of
money. There are people who hold
very responsible positions, who
make the difference which spells
success or failure for artists,"
Bernstein explained. "Some of
these people have no right, no
background, no reason to be in top
positions - but that's life. Life is
not just - there's little 01.: no justice. This is what we have to face,
particularly in the music business. I
thought about setting up a cam-

By Kenneth MIao, Thomas Tortora

.nstel. OB tile music llidustry:

u •••

paign and correcting some of the
abuses in our business, but I have
six kids to feed and there's not
enough time in the day to do so
much."
Despite the pessimistic job outlook, and corruption, Bernstein did
have advice for those committed to
a career in music. "Jf you are interested in advertising, or anything
where you want to deal with the
artist and the promotion of the
artist, you have to keep knocking
on doors and talking to, enough
people. You may find som~ne that
is responsive to your skills and ambitions. "

Do you remember the last time
you missed an opportunity to win
something and wound up kicking
yourself for letting it slip away?
Take, for example, last year's
United Cerebral Palsy Raffle. You
missed buying a ticket and felt frustrated at letting that opportunity
pass by, especially after you heard
about the great prizes. Well, stop
kicking yourself because this year
Beta Alpha Psi will be hosting
another raffle benefit for Dep, and
the prizes are better than ever. Tickets are selling for $1 each, and are
available through Beta Alpha Psi
representatives or at tables set up
around school. The winners will be
drawn at the Spring Fair in May.
The United Cerebral Palsy is the
only nationwide voluntary organization which provides services specifically for those people who are
afflicted with cerebral palsy. Cerebral palsy refers to those disabling
conditions caused by brain damage
eitherduring birth or a short while
after. It is not curable because it's
not a disease. Rather, it's a condition which often requires extensive care. This care is provided on
the local level by over 250 UCP
affiliates, one of which is located
within the Baruch community off
23rd Street and Lexington Avenue.
These affiliates provide a variety of
services to the disabled individuals,
including:

q1IIdl ..... II ,..'re lucky."

personally wanted to be a promoter and a presenter of entertainment, " he confided. "I rented the
Apollo Theatre and brought in my
own package. I worked with an
agency in Washington which
booked Fats Domino and Ruth
Brown. I brought them to the
Apollo and that's how I became a
promoter . . . I prefer the personal
kind of operation, and I yearned to
be out on my own again." Bernstein is currently in the business
for himself as head of The New
York Music Company, which is the
second largest music company in
the world.
&
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since 1973. Sal was especially, atunderstood their position and
continue into next Fall there are
traced by the 5200,000 annual gross
presented what objections they
many alternatives for me. One
earnings of the UCl.A establishhad 'presentedback to them so
option would be graduate sclzool.
ment and by the 525,000 yearfy
that they knew that / was talking
Though 1 don't think that/would
salary of its general manager, a reabout the same exact things.
continue at Baruch. L'm too
cent UCLA graduate.
Then. one by one I countered
familiar with the professors and
Sal teamed up with Stuart Arkin, ,
each objection with a well-de/feel that I'd be ableto get a lot
a junior at Baruch majoring in Fifined argument of my. own.
more at, another school where I
nance, and they formed a partnerSal took his rebuttals to the ap-don·t have the friendly relationship of mutual confidence.
propriate places. He selected peeship that / have with the market-I "'" into Stflftl't who bttdjrat--re-- - pie that he felt were inftuentiai at -,,- ~ . ing ptufeSSUl'S Itete. it W'O'ldd be'"
tumedfrom-worliitg iirJiijNiiL B"ariICIi:: -Heuseo-comaCfS-ne .JiaCl -oiiifeiiSjwayoutifTwere-to'conHe was looking for a Project of made as President of the American
tinue at Baruch and I'm not ususome sort to work on. We dis- Marketing Associatiol;], Baruch
ally one to take the easy way
cussed the idea over a Japanese Chapter. and as a member of the
out:
lunch and we decided to go with Board of Directors.
Sal is also considering entering
it. He was very excited. very
~eon Notes began operating this the job market and would h1ce to
energetic about- it. / don't think semester and, as of March 5, bas work for one of the major COD-that / could luNeftnouJ anybody 375 subscribers.
sumer product f'mna in their maras excited about the ide« as Sturna hoping eventually, down the keting department.
art was and still is. He has mainline, tluzt / will be able to draw a
/ haven ·t approached any of
tained my interest in it. / tend to
reIJ1 SIlkuy from Neon Notes; if
these companies yet. 1 feel t1uJt
slack offonce / figure something
not at Baruch, at other schools.
'when it comes down to the time
out mfd nm ;"10 COPttiltJted eppoIt 's II ",tltter ofgetting esta-bwhen l'ri4IIY"Want a jOb i 'Wiil
sition: 1 tend .to say, •"The ireD
. fished and breaking the ice.'. Stllbe able to get anyone I want..
with it! If they don't. see it tire
art and / are still debating ifwe
Tms may sound II I!it overronway I do. forget it. r", not ~
should continue in the City Unifident, but Fve gone tlrrough
ing to waste my time convincversity system now that we have
the on-campus recruitment. I
ing all these people." , But Stuone foot in the door. or to go to
put in 22 resumes and received
art was so interested and pera private institution such as
16 interviews and 10 sec01ld in_
sistent that / stuck with it and
NYUoteCoIumbia where we
terviews, One company made
convinced everybody of its value.
would have a larger student
me an offer after the second:

1) Special preschool through
adult education.
2) Speech, occupational and
physical therapy.
3) Vocational training and career
development.
4) Health services.
5) Social and recreational activities.
6) Parents and client counseling.
7) Housing programs.
8) Advocacy and community education.
9) Supporting research, etc.
There will be four terrific prizes
for this semester's lucky-winners:
1) A fabulous weekend for two at
the prestigious Hotel Roosevelt
located in midtown Manhattan.
2) Two tickets to Broadway's
new smash hit "Brighton Beach
Memoirs. "
3) A Sony Walkman cassette
player.
4) A General Electric cassette
player.
The purpose of this fund-raiser is
to help UCP raise some of the
necessary funds for it to continue
providing its services for those
with Cerebral Palsy. With your
generous support last year, we at
Beta Alpha Psi raised substantial
funds, exceeding our preliminary
goal of $1.400. This year we have
set our goal at $1,500. We are
confident that your generosity will
allow us to surpass even this new
goal.

~Dtship.

I picked up pretty readily on al

the aspects ofthe project and WE
(Professors Thomas and Soldow
and l) got along really well which
was instrumental in my staying
. with the project. I acted as tech'•.nical advisor and helped design
_. the marketing department is
study lab. I also assisted in collecting data, running the data
through the computer and then
analyzing the results.
Last year, Sal also began to work
on the Neon Notes project. The
idea for this venture originated
from an October 1982 article in the
WaD Street Journal The article described a note-taking service at
UCLA which has beea operating

•

--.

"THE£.E A£.E 11A~
ALTE£.NATfVES
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interview and I feel that lOUT
others would have had J chosen
to undergo a third interview.
But I choose not to lead them
on any further bowing fuJI well
that 1 was phmning this trip to
Europe.
I got the impression that. Sal
spends most of his time either
working at his present projects or
dreaming up new ones. When
asked about the all-work-no-play
syndrome, he replied.

, Sal and Stuart have a successful
base with a higher. medi:an inpartnership. They have a strong
come, once we have establis1led
commoa &oal and their individual
oUr$elves as beinR able to do it.
contributioris to that goal are COdl. Sal bas already,begun t() form
For the pastfou'Yf1tlrs J'Hve
plemantary..Stuartsupplies t~~.~tem4tjy(;. ~ plaus.jn,tbeevent .be••~t"~tl.lIboy:.~lt~·s;~·lI
,.lifeblood - the enerar'- the u1I;- that Neon Notes is DOt as saceessmatter-of:priori"~S,1UJ4:t~~
bending determination.. SaI'~ ful ashe hopes it will be, He" bas . arejust somallY /tOil'S in/one
through OD the details and with the planned a bUSinesS/pleasUretiip to
. .dg....
..
..."" ...... .'
......
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By MarIna Case

t---------.--;.----You wouldn't think that a computer science major could create
something so incredible. What are
we talking about? "The Baruch Ex-perience," created by Edgar Bilan,
is a mural which gives the fifth
floor cafeteria in the 26th Street
building a new look.
How did it get there? Edgar
Bilan, an amateur artist, decided
to enter' 'The Mural on 5 Contest.' ,
In order to enter you had to submit
an 11 Y2 / 15" complete drawing of
your picture. The purpose of the
contest is to promote student participation in school activities, and
to add color and excitement to the
cafeteria.
Six students entered the cont.est,
but Edgar, a junior full-time student, and a transferee from N, Y.
C. Technical College, was the winner. At NYCTC, he studied dental
technology, where he thought he
would enjoy "working with teeth,"
but today's technology brought him
to Baruch for computers.
Ed enjoys art as a hobby. "I
started in junior high by playing
around with water colors and
acrylics. " Eventually, he realized he
had some talent, and recently
entered an "I Love A Clean New
York Contest," in which he won
4th place.
On Tuesday, February 28, the
mural was displayed and shown for
the first time at an awards presenta-

Ticker Takes

0

Sal Lantiere is a January 1984
raduate of Baruch. He remains
isible on campus this semester
hrough his research assistantship
o!l th~ Ma~lte.ti~g. Department and
. entrepreneuriallnvolvement in
eon Notes, an independent noteaking service.
/ was working as a student aide
in the marketing department
when Professors Thomas and
So/dow received a letter from a
research foundation that they
had received their grant. They
were very excited and / overheard them talking amongst
themselves as to the availability
ofany graduate assistants. Sin_ce
there weren't any available. I
put my 'two cents' in and volunteered. . 'If rd .be qualified, r d
be willing t6aTn, " I said.
After a thorough interview and a
work period, Sal was granted

Continuedfrom Page 7
group, in Room 1747, 360 Park
Avenue South.
Deadline is March 23, 1984.

Who Pays What
The direct costs,of coUege -.. tuition, fees, books, room and board
- now are an estimated 75 billion dollars annually, says the Student Loan Marketing Association.
The sources are:
Family
Family Earnings
Student Earnings
Sale of Family Assets
Family Savings
Student Savings
Private Borrowing

•

$24 Bil.
$15..2 Bil:
$ 4.4 Bil.
$ 4.0 au.
S 4.0 Bil.
$ 3.5 Bil.

Government
Lonas
$ 7.5 Bil.
-----------------------------t Federal
Federal Grants, other aid $ 6.6 Bil.
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Lt. Gov. DelBello To Speak
The keynote guest speaker of city's mayor from 1970 to 1974. For
this year's Italian Heritage Series,
eight years he served as Westchester
sponsored by the Italian Society Country's Executive, succeeding in
and the Department of Romance securing a reduction of the counLanguages, will be Alfred DeIBello,
try's tax rate for three consecutive
Lieutenant Governor of the State years, and established several agenof New York who, on March 22,
cies aiding the disabled, youth,
will present a lecture regarding women, veterans, the public
"Italiano-Americans in 1984:
transportation system, and the
Political Force or Dying Etl:6itc public utilities.
Group."
According to Dr. Pasquale PerretAs Lieutenant Governor,
tavan assistant professor of Itahan,
Dei Bello, who was elected in and a coordinator of the heritage
November of 1982, is President of
series, DeIBello was invited to
the New York State Senate and is
speak because "he is an example of
responsible for projects Concerning
the now emerging Italian-American
the state's economic development,
politicians of high caliber.
job training programs, monitoring
The series' objective is "to bring
progress in nuclear power safety, to the attention of the student body
and establishing better intergovern- some essential information regarmental relations in an effort to aid ding the cultural heritage of Italianlocal government agencies.
Americans and their role in conA graduate of Manhattan Col- temporary American society," said
lege with a degree in Political Perretta. The co-coordinators of
Science and Economics, DeIBello the series are Dr. James Perrone
also attended Fordham University's and Richard Filippone. Thus far,
Law School. A City Councilman over 80 students have participated
for the city of Yonkers from 1966 in the series' events.
to 1970, DeBello
served. as
the - .
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State Loans
State Grants

$ 0.1 Bil.

$ 1.2 Bil.

Other
College Scholarships &
Grants
$ 3.7 Bi!.
Loans by Colleges
$ 0.5 Bil.
Private Programs,
$ 0.3 Bil.
(including corporate grants)

In The Cafeteria?
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Edpr'"

tion. Karen Marlib, the Director of to his friends, who helped him take
Evening and Graduate Students, an 11 Y2 x 15" drawing and put it
and also project coordinator, in- on to a 6 x 8 mural. Now as a part
troduced Dean Wilson. The Dean of Baruch, it hangs on the far side
proceeded to thank Karen for her of the 5th floor cafeteria.
efforts and presented the award and
The Mural Contest is still in efa check for $150 to Ed.
feet thru March. One more winner
. Ed then had a few words to say will be chosen along with a grant of
himself. He first thanked Karen $150. All materials are supplied and
Marlib, who helped him all through an application can be picked up in
the contest, and also thanked his Rrn. 529 or 525 of the 26th Street
parents, whom. he says are very sup- building from 2 to 8 p.m. You may
portive. Ed then gave great thanks also call Karen Marlib at 725-3385.
Note: Figures do not include costs
met by university endowments or
government aid to public institutions.

Callers can ask about ethics,
medical insurance, patient confidentiality and other concerns relating to the practices of psychologists. The number is (212) 8778000.
NYSCP is a professional associaThe Association of Colleges and
Universities of the State of New tion of clinical psychologists with
York (ACUSNY) has reached an over 1,000 members.
agreement on types of tuition
assistance programs available for
students.
The spring 1984 Day Session
Student
Government election will
Recommendations made were
raising the income ceiling for take place on Wednesday, May 2
dependent students to $6,000 from and Thursday, May 3, 1984.
Declarations of Candidacy will be
$4,000; the removal of the $200
decrease in TAP for juniors and available by March 15th at the Stuseniors; and TAP for part-time dent Activities Office, Room 104,
Student Center and at the Office of
students.
The part-time TAP awards the Dean of Students, Room 1702,
would be calculated by Pell Grant 360 PAS. The deadline for filing
formulas. $5 million is slated for Declarations of Candidacy is March
29th.
this program.
Students interested in proposing
ACUSNY consists of CUNY,
referendum
for consideration this
a
SUNY and the independent colspring must present referendum
leges of the state.
material to the Student Elections
Review Committee for review by
March 15th before petitions can be
The New York Society of Clinical circulated. The deadline for subPsychologists (NYSCP) has estab- mission of petitions for referenda is
lished a telephone information March 29th.
number for those curious about
Detailed election procedures will
psychology and its practices, ac- be made available shortly by the
cording to a press release issued by Student Elections Review Committhe group.
tee.

Aid Agreement

Election Deadline

Dial-A-Shrink

JA'NE GLOBUS SEMINAR SERIES
Helena Norberg-Hodge
Tradition and Development in Ladakb: An Ecological Perspective
March 21, 1984 2 p.m. Faculty Lounge
Room 522 - 155 E. 24th Street
Come and hear about a fascinating comer of the world tucked away in the Western Himalayas.
Helena Norberg-Hodge's unique work has been widely acclaimed and National Geographic has
commissioned a story to be written on her projects in the kindgom of Ladakh.
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The Day Session
Student Goverolllent
Presents

:r

t

A NIGHT UNDERGROUND
- Part II
At. the Underground - 17th St. & Brdwy
Thursday, April 12th, 1984

9:00 pill -

4~00 Bill

\

Featuring: D.J.'s Rodwin Watson, Waine Cobbs, & Alfred Phillips

And BELLYDANCERSI
_
..

Tickets: $7.00 in advance/$lO at the door
** THE

On sale by the a'uditor-ium and at

r,·•

Dor-othy's booth (Student Center)

GARP **
WORLD

ACCORDING

TO
**RETURN

DRAGON**

SPEC/Ill EVENTS.

THE
OF

\'

HA I R CUTT I; l~"

•

**THE

VERDICT**

l'~ORKSHOP

THUR 3/29

10: OO-L: ;OCr

ALL E Y LOU NGE

For Irrfor-marion call the D.S.S.G. office:

725-3377 (Anita, Sid, or Diana)

ALL FILMS WILL BE SHOWN ON MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS AT
5:30 i~ TtlE OAK LOUNGE •. FRIDAYS AT 1:00 AND 3:00 IN
ROOM 14 L4 ST. BLDG.
. ALL FILMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHA
OF TIME·
& I.e,

All Proceeds Benefit the Arthritis Foundation

F RE E
CL~T &

STYLE.

.
LOti

.
Wednesday
at
4-00
pm
in
Rm.302
(Student
Center
W e meet every
... ·
.
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ARTS
Kinks: Unpredictable, Underrated

Sounds of '84: Disk-usting
You've read the book, you've seen the
movie, now you get to experience 1984. So
what does 1984 have in store for your listening pleasure? Well.with the'ever-increasing
popularity of MTV, we will be able to
watch the new songs as well as listen to
them. In addition, the majority of the new
music will be dance-oriented. This, unfortunately, leads to a lack of creativity;
there'll be no lyrics dealing with the current
social issues and a want of innovation.
Maybe a gust of wind will blow our way and
we will get lucky. But so far no such luck.
Not even from the first lady of rock and
roll, Grace Slick, do we get this gust. Slick's
new album, Software, is a big change from
her sound with Jefferson Airplane and the
Starship. The lady who inspired us to "feed
your head," the voice that launched a thousand trips,has come full force into the new
computer age. Her 1984 solo flight is also
quite a deviation from her other two solo
albums. This is a new updated synthesized
Slick. All the tunes on this LP offer
keyboard-synthesizer sounds in the Peter
Gabriel fashion. If you like that kind of
sound, you'll probably enjoy this album.
But beware - you had better find something else to do when you listen to Software because the sound becomes very
monotonous and unstimulating. The very
talented Peter Wolf did all the music on the
album, so why is the sound so musically
decomposed? I believe the answer is found
in the song All the Machines. The song
tries to show the influence of machines on
people's lives (a futile attempt at a good notion) - who wakes you up, who makes
your coffee, who gets you to the office,
who does your work. It seems that Slick is
also relying on machines to make her music.
It does show that she is in tune with the present computer age of the eighties. It also
reflects a sad, pathetic tune from the lady
who brought "sex, drugs, and rock 'n roll"
full force into the music scene.
The next breeze of 1984 is an album by
the power trio Jon Butcher Axis. Their
debut album was released exactly a year
ago, and since then they have opened arena
dates for such acts as Def Leppard and
RUSH. But their sound should appeal to a

larger audience. And a more rational and
conscious audience. Their new album,
Stare at °the Sun, contains impressive guitar
licks, catchy melodies and vocalizing by the
guitarist and lyricist Jon Butcher. The other
two elements of the Axis are bassist Chris
Martin and drummer Derek Blevins. The
three combine their talents to provide an
enjoyable guitar-oriented style of rock and
roll that stresses mood over mere brute
force. Jon Butcher avoids the egoindulgence of flashy, heavy guitar soloing
and establishes a style of guitar playing that
interacts top notch with the band. Add this
to Butcher's distinctive vocals, and we have
a pretty decent album that is surely a step
above the other groups that define
themselves as rock and roll.
The other new release of 1984 is more like
a light flurry than a gust of wind. It is a
release by the band that calls itself Golden
Earring. (With a name like that.how could
they ever get far -even if they did have the
potentiat?) Maybe you remember their top
ten hit last year. Twilight Zone. If you
don't, I guarantee you that you're not missing anything. Their new album, N.E. W.S.,
is also something else you could afford to
miss. The sound of Golden Earring is
nothing new, fea turing basic pop hooks
and lyrics about seductive women in the
night. They are international stars outside
of the U.S., with eighteen gold and four
platinum albums around the world. How
they ever accomplished that I'll never
understand. After suffering through
N.E. W.S.. I realized that my ten-year-old
brother could write more intellectual lyrics
than they do. Furthermore, Golden Earring
doesn't know too much about music, for all
the guitar riffs and drum playing sound
pretty much the same throughout. Only one
or two cuts offer anything musically interesting, and even those are formulated
around the basic 4/4 rock rhythm.
Maybe 1984 will prove to be a good year
for music. One can only hope for the best.
Will we get to hear any new music with real
talent, with something interesting and
stimulating to offer? The answer, my
friend, is just blowing in the wind.
-David Lubin
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When the British Invasion is mentioned.
such heavy duty groups as The Who, The
Rolling Stones, and The Beatles are called
to mind. However, twenty years later, one
group that is rarely mentioned with this
trio is still rocking. This group. The Kinks.
has just released a compilation of some of
their greatest songs entitled The Kinks: A
Compleat Collection.
For today's college-aged Kinks fan the
most famous songs are Superman. Come
Dancing. and Destroyer. However, these
records have only been released in the past
six years. On this album we have some of
the songs that made the Kinks great.
While the Stones were clamoring for
.. satisfaction" and the Beatles "wanted to
hold your hand," the Kinks were saving
"you really got me all day" and "all of the
night." These two songs more than any
other of their time defined a new style of
guitar playing. This power chord sound
echoed a new era of raucous and frantic
guitar work. This guitar work by Dave
Davies revolutionized the way rock guitar
was played.
Another element of The Kinks' sound
that distinguishes them is the trashy sounding drums. On such songs like Till the End
ofthe Day and Dedicated Follower ofFashion this sound anchors the: hard-driving·
beat. Here drummer Mick A vory takes his
place as one of the most underrated drummers of the rock era.
Undoubtedly. the most fascinating thing
about The Kinks is their leader Ray Davies.
His voice and eccentric sense of humor
have done more to make The Kinks than
anything else. As a performer Davies rates
as one of the best.
This panache is exhibited on almost
every track on the album. On Tired of
Waiting For You, Davies seems to mournfully lament the tardiness of his girlfriend.

What isn't widely known is that Davies
wrote the song while waiting for a train.
On another one of the tracks, Davies asks
the popular question Where Have All the
Good Times Gone. a question the band
Van Halen would ask in the 1980's. Davies
also implores everyone to stop crying in a
song entitled Stop Your Sobbing. a request
that would be made later on by his wife,
Chrissie Hynde, and the Pretenders.
The two most impressive tracks on this
album are AllDay and All ofthe Night and
Dedicated Follower of Fashion. These two
songs go far in defining Ray Davies. On
Dedicated Follower. Davies gives a bit of
social commentary, something the Kinks
are well known for. "One day he's in polka
dots, the next day he's in stripes, because
he's a dedicated follower of fashion." This
knock on the "trendy" people is updated in
the 70's on the Kinks' Prince ofthe Punks.
In All Day and All of the Night. we see
rock at its best and Davies at his raunchiest." "The only time I feel all right is by
your side, girl I want to be with you, all day
and all of the night. " Whether acting stuckup or raunchy. Davies succeeds.
Above all. Ray Davies is unpredictable.
The following quote by Davies will suffice
to explain this: "I tried to stab Dave (his
brother) last week. Stab him. With a knife.
We were having eggs and chips after a gig
and he reached over with his fork and took
one of my chips and I . . . I could have
killed him."
Perhaps this unpredictable nature is
what has kept the Kinks around for twenty
years. For veteran Kinkophiles, most of the
songs on this album have been released
several times. However, for novice Kinks
fans, The Kinks: A Compleat Collection
is a must. When you come down to it, this
is the music that ranks with-the Stones and
the Beatles. That isn't bad company.
-Michael Lashinsky

Rock: Coming Back, Coming Up
The tendency to "knock" figures and
music from another era has become a
popular fad among music watchers.
Granted, sometimes a good old condemnation is well-deserved. But there are other
times when this sort of negative reaction
has no place. Gregg Allman has gone
through some depressing periods in his welltraveled career - the death of his legendary
brother, a well-documented bout with
heroin, several band breakups, as well as
other mishaps that have prevented him
from receiving the respect he rightfully
deserves.
The Gregg Allman Band is the latest
project Gregg Allman has been working on.
He has assembled one of the tightest live
acts to set foot in New York in quite
awhile. Their set of rhythm and blues provided proof that when Gregg is healthy and
100070 into the music, he can lead a band
through some very special evenings. The
band presented selections from the different phases of Gregg Allman's career, in
addition to some new material that should
be released by the summer. The first bars of
Dreams I'll Never See (Allman Brother's,
1969) set the tone for what lay ahead.
Gregg's soulful vocals accompanied by
Dantoler's bluesy guitar work injected a
beautiful spirit into the crowded, sweaty
confines of L' Amour East. It was followed
by other equally impressive tunes from his
past. Sweet Feeling. Queen of Hearts.
Trouble No More, Stormy Monday. Leave
My Blues At Home. and One Way Out.
were just some of the classic tunes that the
Gregg Allman Band presented. The new
material didn't exhibit nearly as much life
as the old material. But we'll wait until the
new album is released to properly assess the
overall potential for this band. If the forthcoming album matches the spirit and electricity spewed forth last week at L' Amour,
Gregg Allman just might receive some
positive treatment for a change. It was
deserved long ago, but better late than
never.
-Ray Gimn

At L' Amour, the "rock capital of Brooklyn" in
Bay
Ridge'. LYNX played
a relatively short but good set to a very
crowded club. They only did six songs, two
covers and four originals. Randy says that
all the members of LYNX work together on
their original songs. They work out their
own parts as well collaborating on their
ideas for the basic song.
The show at L' Amour was encouraging,
as the crowd was very responsive to LYNX.
Their original songs, Labyrinth. Chalcedon,
Calm the Storm and Prologue (an instrumental) showed real creativity and featured
some great guitar playing by Randy, who is
left- handed.
Spirit of the Radio by RUSH and
Celebration Day by Led Zeppelin are the
cover songs they did, which gives a good
idea of the type of music they play. Randy
describes the music of LYNX as "heavy
progressive rock." LYNX has been
together for two years and has played at
Great Gildersleeves in Manhattan, Februarys in Queens, and the Club Intimate in
Staten Island.
Randy, a statistics major here at Baruch,
is the lead guitar player in LYNX. Mike
Schiavo is the bass player and a student at
Fordham University. Drummer Tom Breslin attends Wagner College while the lead
singer, Ritchie Sirico, works full time. With
an average age of 19, LYNX is a relatively
young band. Their future outlook is good if
they continue to push the band and add to
their audience.
LYNX is looking forward to going into a
studio in June to record a demo tape.
Randy is very serious about the band and
wants to be a professional musician. He
adds, "school is important to me and
something to fall back on if the music
doesn't work out." Randy handles the
combination of attending school and working on his music career with ease. Hopefully, his hard work will find him success with
LYNX in the future.

-LaurV Nocmto

Stage: Three's Company?
O.K. is a two-act play written by Venezuelan playwright Isaac Chocron an often
funny, sometimes sad, but always poignant
portrait of three people living, loving and
despising each other. Modern relationships
and values are dissected, laid bare and
shown. by Chocron, to be twisted and ugly.
The first act opens in an apartment terrace, sparsely decorated with a few chairs, a
small table, a coffee pot on the table. a
radio next to the lounge chair and .an
orange hat lying on the floor. Mina (Sheila
MacRae) strolls onto the terrace, dressed in
a man's shirt, slightly opened, and a black
battung SUIt.

She is a buxom, blonde 45-year-old
former seamstress who has fallen on hard
times. Mina appears weary and worn,
wrinkles burrowed in her face betraying her
age. To amuse herself, she watches a couple
making love in the park with binoculars and
exclaims, "Look at those dirty things.
Those perverts." Mina then wishes she and
Franco could. be more like the couple she
spies, marveling at their prowess.
Enter Franco (Christofer De ani), a
3D-year-old gigolo who resembles Armand
Assante. Franco ignores Mirra's attentions
and reads a two-month-old paper he got for
free. He turns on the radio and listens to
Abacab by Genesis. Dressed in a loosefitting tan shirt with white pants, Franco
continues to read while Mina reminisces.
Back and forth Mina thrusts, and Franco
parries, with verbal foils. Mina says she is
expecting a rich widow this day (perhaps
they'll have money again) and wants him to
help her. Franco says he'll help Mina by
measuring her client and adds, "She's probably better-looking than you." Mina is
hurt. Franco tells her to stop crying. He
then laughs at her when she says she can
leave him any time.
But when Mina starts to leave, Franco
apologetically asks her not to go. "Please
don't leave," he implores. "Say that
again," she says wickedly. "Beg me some
more."
The two are caught in a stale relationship, one that they both wish they could
leave but are incapable of doing. They an:
stuck in a ret, but their emotional ties are
too strong for them to easily sever. Both
wish something would happen.
Their bell rings. Franco again retreats into his copy of E/ Universidad while Mina
greets Angela (Isabel Segovia). Still in
mourning, Angela is dressed in a black
dress with a slip too long for the skirt. Mina
introduces Franco as her nephew.
Angela laments about her departed husband, but admits to not loving him. She
also says now lonely she is, despite hei
money and a year-long trip around the
world. Franco becomes interested when
Angela mentions her properties and an unmanaged gas station. Franco, however, is
not justinterested in her money.
Each time Mina is gone, Franco makes
passes at Angela, who grows more uncomfortable. After both Mina and Franco persuade Angela to pay for lunch, Mina goes

to buy it. Then Franco takes Angela's hand
and kisses her passionately. He also gets
her to hire him as the manager of the gas
station. Mina returns, and when Franco is
not in the room, cajoles Angela into hiring
Franco as well.Angela, now slightly drunk
from the few glasses of wine she drank, expresses a desire.to live with them.
By this time, Mina suspects Franco is
wooing Angela, while Angela knows that
her hosts are not aunt and nephew. Franco
remarks, "She's not used to drinking so
much." uShe's not used to any~. else,"
Mina retorts. Angela overhea
e two
talking about her as if she w
a mealticket. "I'm not part of the deal," she says.
But she returns, drawn to them like iron filings to a magnet.
Act Two depicts the threesome's material
well-being. Despite the elegant penthouse
apartment with an upholstered bar, high,
steel chairs, a hanging trellis, and various liquors, the three of them bicker constaptly.
All of them are dressed elegantly. Mina
wears a black silk dress, with a sequined
blazer. Franco wears a beige suit, tan shoes,
blue shirt and a silk tie. Angela is no longer the dowdy widow, wearing _ a white
silk dress with silver trim. In addition, she is
wearing make-up and her hair is tied up in a
bun.
They each take turns cutting down each
other. Mina proposes a toast. "Here's to
Franco, who loves all three of us: you, me
and himself." Angela, who is more selfassured, demands a kiss from Franco when
she catches him and Mina kissing. She pulls
back on his hair, pushes his head away, and
says viciously, "Thank you!"
Franco rails at both of them. He screams
at Mina, "What do you want from me, my
blood?" Then Mina and Angela pretend
they are each other. Mina, mocking
Angela, says, "With my money I can buy
anyone. What have I said?" For the first
time, Mina realizes what her situation is.
After persuading Franco to leave, Mina
proposes to sell Franco tooAngela. AngeIa-is o
horrified, but Mina rattles off a figure:
$5,000 per month for thirty months, to
cover the 15 years she has spent with him.
Mina says things have changed since they
met Angela a year ago. The one thing that
hasn't changed, she thinks, is Franco. He
still is as beautiful as he was when he was 15
years old, when they first met. Angela
writes Mina her first check.
Franco re-enters. He thinks he knows
what Mina said, but he doesn't even come
close. He confesses he would die without
Mina. He tells Angela he wishes to spend
the night with Mina.
Instead, Franco sits and broods. Mina
comes out. She is in anguish at what she has
done. "Every day is a workday here," she
cries. "Except Sunday...the day we met,
the day we first made love." Mina expresses
fear for Franco. uPromise me you won't
forget how to smile. For, one day you and
Angela will be sucked up by all this. And
what of me? What am I going to do? What
am I going to do without you?" Then she
breaks down and cries.
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A Hoase Divided

Film: Life with Franco
Demons in the Garden, the Spanish entry for the Academy Awards, is a rich and
entertaining look at a capitalistic family
caught in the trenches of Generalissimo
Francisco Franco's Civil War. The
matriarch, Gloria, dressed in black. is the
force behind the family, and fears for her
business while her son goes off to Franco's
side.
But director Manuel Aragon deals with
the political overtones in a humanistic way
- we never see Franco or the cause of
strife; instead we see the people and how
their lives are affected. He stresses the importance of the family unit in Spanish
culture yet separates his film from traditionalism by centering it on women. They
are the integral components which the plot
revolves around, as well as the illegitimate
child.
Illegitimacy and the female role are two
of the three modern subjects that leap out
of the screen into the audience's laps. The
other, a political symbol, represented by the
family's bull (owning a bull in the 30's
tramlated -inee -baviftI power; .. -throughout .
Spanish culture 8 butt meant power and
strength, ) subtly clues the viewer into an
underlying frame of reference. The film-·
maker, inconspicuously and possibly unintentionally, has woven in an analogy to the
present Central American situation.
Where class battle is a reality in Central
America, in this film it is not presented
outright but is shown when women come to
purchase goods at the "garden," the
family-owned store. Here resentment and
anguish can be seen in their tired faces. This
establishment has all the wares unavailable
to the general populace through a direct
link with the black market. Such illegal
enterprises flourished throughout Europe
in the 30's and 40's, but are today more
readily visible in Central America and
Eastern Europe, where conflicts and
political restrictions have forced people to
seek other sources for their needs.
The further needs to succeed, to
dominate and to rule are illlustrated in the
male characters. Two men, brothers, one

'S

O.K.
an intense drama. The performers were excellent, as well as convincing. Isabel Segovia brings a touch of
mystery to Angela. Although she changes
personality from ope act to the other, it is
cleary a superficial change. She is still the
uncertain widow who first came to Mina
and Franco, although she masks her true
self with bravado and false sophistication.
Christofer De Oni's Franco is both intense yet vulnerable. He is a hanger-on in
every sense of the word. He clings to both
Mina .and Angela. Indeed, he is still the
adolescent Mina seduced 1S years ago, in
mind if not body. He is a man not in control of his situation, but in control of his
women.
But Sheila MacRae, as Mina, is the focal
point. As a successful seamstress, she supported Franco. As the "other woman," she
dominates Angela and Franco, since she
always wishes to be the center of attention.
Yet, in her own way, 'she is as insecure as
Franco. Even to the end, she cannot make
the break from Franco, and is in agony
because she cannot make a final, d~sj'?I\...

named Oscar, a short semi-bald dark complexioned momma's boy. and Juan, the
younger handsome and egotistical one,
compete for love and power.
Juan proves to be the victor, but in time
he becomes the spoiler. He impregnates
Angela, a high-cheekboned peasant woman
and brings the wrath of fundamental
Catholicism onto his proud family.
Rather than facing the trumpet and trombones bullfighting music, he flees to find
fortune with Franco instead of family with
Angela.
Here the film turns to the child as the
focal point. Angela is driven from Gloria's
house for fear of what the neighbors may
think. But love for the child overrides class
differences and she is asked to return for
the child's sake.
Angela wants nothing to do with the
family since she, too, is hot-blooded and
feels resentment. Finally, the child becomes
ill (rheumatic fever) and the mother relents
and returns to the main hacienda.
The child develops a loving bond with
ABa; Osear'so wife.-andobeloved--of·lttaft,-aftdo
Gloria. NonethJess it's Angela who he reaDy
loves and cherishes. The child who plays
Juan is excellent and does a truly convincing job. He is especially effective when he
steals food off the shelves of Gloria's store
and gives it to his mother as she is leaving to
her mountainside retreat.
In one charismatic scene, the child wants
to see his father and is taken to him. Yet
when the child sees his father as Franco's
waiter he runs away embarrassed.
With the child on the run, the story has
just about unwound when the father comes
back. But lest he forget the adage that
"Hell hath no fury like a woman's scorn,"
we also will not forget in the clima c tic ending.
Demons in the Garden is a lighthearted
and satisfying film. It will leave you saying
and thinking that you never know someone,
no matter how well you think you do. Juan
learned the hard way and for many of us it
may be the only way to make this discovery.

-Peter Konfederak
O.K. is a revealing slice of theater. It
reflects the mores of modem Western society in microcosm. The menage-a-trois is one
based on lust, greed, competition and
loneliness. All three were solitary creatures:
in need of love. Unfortunately, they did not
find it in their arrangement. While Mina
professes to love Franco, it is a clinging,
parasitic love. '
O.K. is the first Venezuelan play the
Puerto Rican Traveling Theatre has
presented. If this one play is any indication,
then Isaac Chocron is a marvelous
playwright indeed. His play is incisive and
cuts to the heart of the sometimes immoral
aspects of Western living.
The direction by Alba Oms was flawless.
The sets, designed by Carl A. Baldasso,
were effective and well-crafted. The lighting
by Craig. Kennedy was adequate if unspectacular. All elements combined create a
fantastic piece of theater, one which can be
appreciated by all who've ever wondered if
sex was all there is to a relationship.
O.K. is a triumph.
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-Ivan Cintron

Ladriomeda Comes Honie
By Mike Lashinsky

-,

The American novelist Thomas
Wolfe is noted for his quote, "you
can't 'go home again'," However,
Peter Laddomada, a Baruch alumnus. would probably disagree with
this statement. This is because at
age 26, Peter Laddomada is the
Baruch Statesmen's new baseball
coach.
As reported in the February 28th
Ticker. Athletic Director Dr.
William Eng had offered Laddomada the job. However, this
situation was complicated by the
fact that Baruch might not have
fielded a team. However, both of
these situations have now been
resolved. Baruch will have a
baseball team and Laddomada will
be the coach.
According to Laddomada there
was little doubt about his accepting
the job as the baseball coach. In
listening to him it is obvious that
sports are an extremely vital part of
his life. "I coached baseball at S1.
Catherine's of Alexander in
Borough Park, Brooklyn. We raised
$5,000.00 in two months and
bought new equipment. We were
contenders in the first year. "
Besides this Laddomada has also
coached basketball. "I coached
basketball at S1. Catherine's of
Alexander and also at S1. Frances
de Chantal," the latter being the
school where he now teaches math
and English.
In coming to Baruch to coach,
Laddomada realizes that the program needs quite a few changes.
Laddomada plans to effect these

changes. "You have to start from
the beginning. I plan to wipe out all
the old attitudes and ideas."
One aspect of Laddomada's
character that highlights this determination is his managing style.
Laddomada characterizes this style
as unlike anyone else. "I'm my own
individual self. I'm unique. I go for
150070 of my ballplayers' ability. If
we were winning by 20 runs I want
to win by 25. We'll play hard and
work hard."
This hard -work ethic is important
because he feels that other teams
can sense when their opposition is
depressed. "Other teams can tell
when you're down. They then take
advantage of this." As a result of
this Laddomada vows to keep
himself and his team alert and
always on their toes. "I'm not going to sit back. I'll be cheering more
than they (the players) will."
In attempting to revive the once
Last year's Statesmen In KtIoa, how wUI they fare thIa year'
powerful Statesmen, Laddomada
realizes that practice is important.
do jumping jacks, squat thrusts,
to attract quality players even because Krochak was a . pitcher
Thus he will run extensive practices
push-ups and sit-ups." By doing
though many of the students go to for the Statesmen Laddomada
throughout each week. In one part
this Laddomada plans to improve
school and hold down jobs. In plans to have him work with the
of the practices Laddomada
the stamina and strength of his
order to appeal to players Lad- team's pitching. "John will help
"wants to strengthen timing and
players.
domada along with Dr. Eng have out with the, pitching. He's very
rhythm." In these parts of practice'
This attitude of determination
tried to create a schedule which is good on location."
such aspects as bunting strategy ~ and optimism also pervades others
conducive to players' ftee time.
and dou ble play coverage will be
in the school as Laddomada exIn taking on this job Laddomada
This was done by scheduling many
worked on. However, there is
plains. "The school is interested in
weekend games and many games realizes that he has a difficult task
another maybe even more
at hand. However, he is not hesiduring the spring break.
baseball. Thus they've purchased
strenuous part of practice.
tant
in tackling this problem. "I
In
addition
to
the
players
another
new equipment and new
This part 0 f practice deals with
important component of the team want to win every game. I don't
uniforms." In addition, "Dr. Eng
exercise and conditioning. Ladhas been extremely helpful in
is assistant coach John Krochak. want to be a .500 team. I've seen
domada explains this grueling part
assisting me."
Laddomada plans to utilize Kro- teams turn around fast." Laddoofpractice. "The first hour and a
Although Laddomadahas receivchak's knowledge and skills to the mada then, stops and in closing
half of practice is stretching exered much help from the administrafullest. "No decision will be made echoes the clarion call for the upcises. We work on the legs, calves,
unless I first discuss it with him," coming baseball season. "I think
tion. he muse ultimately rely on the
thighs, and the stomach. We also
players. Thus Laddomada has tried
said Laddomada. In addition, this is a start to something big."

SWilll Tealll Has High Hopes For Season
By Orest Mandzy
On February 15th, the newlyformed Baruch Swim Team competed and lost against the United
States Merchant Marine Academy
in Kings Point, Long Island. The
final score was 60-51. According to
coach Eric Gerstein, "although we
lost a close contest. our swimmers
showed a lot of spirit. So much
spirit and enthusiasm that the
USMMA coach, Sue Peterson, was
overwhelmed. "
This meet, being the first for the
young SWim team, ended up in
defeat simply because the
Statesmen have never competed
inter-collegiately. According to
Gerstein, "We would like to, eventually, enter into a competitive conference, if the program could get
stronger." As it stands now, the
Statesmen compete outside an
organized league. Every meet IS
scheduled tentatively between other
non-league and league schools.
,Since Baruch is a Division III
school, no prospective high school
graduate is allowed to be enticed into enrolling at Baruch with a
scholarship. Since the swimmers
aren't scholarship athletes, they
must train more strenuously. "This
is sometimes impossible, because of
scheduling conflicts between class
time and training time," said Gerstein. The swim team, still does.
however, train extensively both
here at Baruch's own pool, and at
Hunter College, which has an
Olympic-sized pool: The team trains
"

6 days a week and each swimmer
swims about 3500 yards every day.
This arduous training schedule
has apparently paid off for the
aquatic athletes. "At this meet,"
according to Gerstein, "many of
our swimmers accomplished personal bests."
This meet was a co-ed meet, in
which males and females competed
together. Coach Gerstein pointed
out that many times this could be
unfair so league meets are not
organized in this manner. Although
teams are co-ed, competitions are
usually held within each sex. Even
though Baruch's first meet was coed, it did not look as if anyone was
at a disadvantage. Elaine
Morawek, a 100 and 200 yard
backstroker placed third; she swam
in a heat that included two men.
Kirsten Van Kapel, another backstroke specialist. placed fourth.
In the 500 yard freestyle Sonya
Dunlop and Gene Meyer finished
fourth and third, respectively.
Donn Lloyd came in second, Rene
Casotiana came in fourth, and
Gene Meyer came in first in the 50
yard freestyle. Coach Gerstein
noted, "I guess we've got good_
sprinters. "
The breaststroke, apparently
Baruch's strong point, saw
Baruchians Romaine Pissi finish
first and Pedro Bracho finish third
in the 100 yard race. They also
finished first and second in the 200
yard race. In the 200 yard freestyle,
Sonya Dunlop finished fifth, with
Alan Dillon in fourth, and Gene
Meyer in third. In what coach Gers-

tein called "a very tough stroke,"
the 100 yard butterfly saw Peter
Diaz place third. An Individual
Medley (1M) is a race in which contestants swim certain distances
utilizing different strokes. Pitted
against an all-male competition,
Elaine Morawek and Sonya Dunlop
finished an impressive second and
third, respectively in the 200 yard
1M. Donn Lloyd came in fifth,
Alan Dilon in fourth, and Lewis
Schelchere in third in the 100 yard
freestyle. The 200 yard 1M relay, a
very close race, had the team of
Morawek, Pissi, Sche1chere, and
Dilon come in second.
Coach Gerstein cited his team for
spirit and desire to win. He said,
"I'm very proud of them, they're a
great bunch of athletes, the entire
team has a lot of poten tial. ,. He
added .• 'The team was psyched
and rarin ' to go, the meet started
off on a great high."
Baruch is a business-oriented
school, which therefore rarely attracts an accomplished athlete. The
fact that athletes can't be recruited
also hinders the sports program. In
the event that talent IS found,
limited training schedules and class
conflicts occur. Thus the athletes
must maintain an adequate GPA as
well as train whenever they can.
The Statesmen have attempted to
prove the old maxim that in order
to be competitive, what you lack in
talent you make up for in desire to
win. According to the opinions of
Coach Gerstein, the team has what
ittakes to win.

Spr'ing 1984 Baseball Schedule
DAY
Sat.

DATE
March 31

OPPONENT

SITE

TIME

Kean

HOME

12:00

Mon.

April 2

Jersey City

HOME

3:30

Wed.

4

St. Thomas

Away

2:00

Sun.

8

NY Maritime

Away

11:00

Tue.

10

CCNY

HOME

3:30

Thur.

12

New Paltz

HOME

3:30

Sat.

14

Nyack

Away

12:00

Wed.

18

Staten Island

Away

3:00

Sat.

21

Concordia

HOME

12:00

Fri.

27

Dowling

HOME

3:30

Sun.

29

Manhattanville

Away

May 2

Dominican

HOME

3:30

Fri.

4

St. Peter's

Away

3:15

Mon.

7

Lehman

Away

3:30

Tue.

8

John Jay

Away

2:45

Wed.

12:00

